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SUNSET TALK 2014
Trends of Supply Chain 2014

13 January 2014 | 4.30 pm – 8 pm | e2i, Hall 4

Introduction

Limited
Complimentary
Seats for
Members

Sunset Talk 2014 exclusively gathers SCA members to network, and to
kick-start an exciting year ahead with a discussion on the Trends of Supply
Chain 2014.
The session aims to discuss how companies can better leverage on the
opportunities presented by the upcoming trends of supply chain in 2014
and share how they may proactively manage the challenges in supply chain
2014. Through Sunset Talk 2014, participants will also receive

first-

hand updates of SCA’s exciting initiatives and activities for 2014.

SCA members are specially entitled to a complimentary entry based on a
first come first serve basis, as limited slots are available. Non-members
who are keen to attend the talk may send in an enquiry directed to

weisi.low@supplychainasia.org. Non-member participants
will be given a membership discount of up to SGD1,800 if

they register for a SCA membership at Sunset Talk 2014.

TIME: 4.30 pm – 8 pm
VENUE: e2i, Hall 4,
80 Jurong East St 21,
Singapore 609607

Participation Fees
Members: Complimentary
(First-Come-First-Serve Basis)

Programme

Non-Members: SGD55/pax*

4.30 pm

Registration and Networking

5.30 pm

Welcome

5.15 pm

Trends of Supply Chain 2014 – Paul Lim, Founder/		
President, SCA

5.45 pm

Details
DATE: 13 January 2014 (Mon)

Panel Discussion – Managing Opportunities & 		
Impacts of Supply Chain 2014

6.30 pm

Networking and Buffet Dinner

8.00 pm

Event Ends

To Register
Contact: 6567 2308
weisi.low@supplychainasia.org
*Prices are reflected before 7% GST.

Find us at

Supply Chain Asia Community Ltd

1 International Business Park #03-01C (Tower Block)
The Synergy Singapore 609917
T +65 6567 2308 F +65 6569 4772 www.supplychainasia.org
Co. Reg No (201216027H) GST Reg No (201216027H)

www.fb.com/scasia.org
groups/Supply Chain Asia
youtube.com/user/supplychainasia
App-SC Asia
App-SC Asia
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Chew Wai Yee

Starshea Nardini

Annelisa Chong

A great year has passed, another great year awaits.
Amidst the challenges, constraints and economic
uncertainties, Supply Chain Asia (SCA) has
continued to defy odds and build an unstoppable
momentum into the new year.
Introduced in June, our Monthly Industry Headlines
is a roaring hit with supply chain executives
and logistics professionals alike with over 3,500
subscribers. This unique industry brief (also known
as the Monthly Industry Report, or MIR) provides
a condense overview and summary of the different
business headlines affecting the global markets.
In a bid to reach out to the young and budding
professionals and spur interests in the industry,
SCA has launched the inaugural Asia-Pacific Supply
Chain Management Challenge in 2013. Ten teams
of tertiary students from around the region put up
an exciting and intense competition, with the team
from Philippines clinching the coveted title of being
crowned the first ever winners of the Challenge.
For our academy sector, SCA is proud to introduce
the Supply Chain Leadership and Innovation
Programme (SCLIP). In collaboration with the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) SCALE
(Supply Chain & Logistics Excellence) Network in
Asia and supported by the Workforce Development
Agency (WDA) of Singapore, the programme is now
running its second intake and has benefitted over
25 participants.

Jasmine Cheang

SCA has also welcomed several new members of
varied backgrounds and industries, highlighting
the increasing diversity of our membership profile.
Rolls-Royce, Konica Minolta, Infosys and Marina
Bay Sands (just to name a few) have joined us in
2013, with more corporate members from India,
Indonesia and the Philippines joining SCA.
With the new year upon us, our members can
expect us to continue to outdo ourselves in 2014.
We will introduce an exciting day programme in
conjunction with our Awards night to discuss the
results of our first ever Supply Chain in Asia 2014 –
Annual Outlook & Review. SCA will also ramp up the
Supply Chain Operations Traineeship Programme
(SCOTP) into full gear in 2014. This unique
programme aims to create a customised on-thejob-training (OJT) enhanced through a facilitated
industry training led by senior industry practitioners.
Look out for more details on our website, magazine
and marketing collaterals.
As we embark into 2014 with full of hopes,
confidence and ambitions, SCA would like to
express our gratitude for all your support and belief
in us. While we continue to soar higher, we hope
to continue to have you by our side.
Here’s to a great 2014!
Cheers,
The Supply Chain Asia Team

Corporate Endorsers
Platinum

Gold

Low Wei Si

Silver
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About us

Supply Chain Asia is a not-for-profit professional body dedicated to bringing
supply chain and logistics professionals in Asia together. Our vision is to create
platforms whereby members of the community can come together to network,
share and learn from one another. Our focus is to enable the development of
collaborative relationships and partnerships. Our mission is to make Supply Chain
Asia your community of choice.

Vision

Connect. Communicate. Collaborate.
By empowering members with platforms to apply these three crucial Cs, Supply
Chain Asia intends to be the Community of Choice for Logistics and Supply Chain
Professionals living and working in Asia.

CONNECTING A COMMUNITY
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The Power of Vocollect Voice®

The Value Proposition of Voice-Directed Warehousing
Voice-directed warehousing, where a warehouse worker is directed to perform
tasks based on voice automation using a headset, is now over 20 years old.
The processes are maturing and the technologies are increasing in capability.
We have moved from early adopter, or early experimentation with the technology,
to main market adoption where mainstream manufacturers and distributors are
trying to rationalize the value proposition.
But what exactly is the value of voice for a supply chain leader? One thing is clear:
voice-directed warehousing has matured and is now mainstream in distribution
operations. The implementation of voice automation improves the satisfaction of
the warehouse operations teams through the improvement of order quality, and
accuracy of operations while improving productivity.

Read the entire study and watch the webinar
www.vocollectvoice.com/campaign/the-power-of-voice

© 2014 Honeywell International Inc. All rights reserved.

Contact
Region
Asia Paciﬁc

Phone
China +86 186 1698 7028
Singapore +65 6305 2369
Australia +61 409 527 201

Email & Web
amkoh@vocollect.com
www.vocollectvoice.com

OpInions letters to editor

LETTERS
YOUR FEEDBACK & OPINIONS

Disagree with our articles? Have an idea on which topics
we should cover? Write to us your thoughts and you may be
featured in the next issue! Letters should include your full name,
company and email. (Selected letters will be subject to editing for
clarity and space reasons.)

Send an Email: editor@supplychainasia.org
Send a Letter: 1 International Business Park, #03-01C
the Synergy, Singapore 609917
Find us at

www.supplychainasia.org

[[Industry Headlines]
Thanks, SCA. I find the monthly industry report to be really
informative, and I look forward to receiving the next issue.
Rebecca Tong, FedEx
[Industry Headlines]
This report is impressive. SCA has put in a lot of great work,
and I can definitely see the passion and drive in the company.
Essa Al-Saleh, Agility
[Industry Headlines]
Thanks a lot for the valuable information. I am more than happy
to share the industry report with our logistics community in BD
beyond Asia. I am very delighted to be associated and engaged
with a very dynamic forum called Supply Chain Asia. Keep it
up! All the best wishes to you, SCA.
Shirin Akhter, Becton Dickinson
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[Industry Headlines]
The monthly report is superb! The quality keeps improving with
every issue, and the layout is visually stunning.
The charts on the increasing storms in Asia were very powerful
as they demonstrate the impact of global warming. I do not
agree with the short slide on the free trade agreement however,
which stated that the US wants countries to “sacrifice free
speech” to establish a trade agreement. This is a strange
comment and is an opinion, not a fact. The US usually supports
free speech as a core value. Other articles, such as on
Starbucks, Hong Kong SME review, GM regional HQ, etc., are
otherwise clean and concise. I am really impressed with the
quality and detail of this monthly summary.
Thanks to Paul and the team for their passion and personal
commitment to create so much new momentum in 2013, which
will ensure that 2014 will be an even more impactful year.
Congrats to the SCA team!
Paul W. Bradley, Caprica International

industry headlInes monthly reports
About Supply Chain Asia

Industry
Headlines

O

ur monthly industry brief provides an astute commentary of
the various business headlines affecting the Asian markets.
Concise, impartial and easy to digest, the Supply Chain Asia
Industry Headlines is designed to help our readers track business
trends, and understand the implications of major happenings
in bite-sized chunks. In addition to providing our readers with
the information to make smart business decisions quickly and
effectively, we also include write-ups of our upcoming events and
academy programmes in individual copies of the brief.

Top 3 Trends for Supply Chains in 2014
The global supply chain industry is currently going through a period of significant changes. More companies are set to embrace new
technologies, tackle new markets, and implement new strategies to not only succeed, but also survive. Here are the top three trends that
we believe will highly affect the supply chain industry in 2014:

1

The Making of Hardware by Software Companies
Microsoft was one of the first to do this with their XBOX console, and other software companies are keen to follow in their footsteps
(e.g. Google Glass is rumoured to be officially launched in early 2014). Software companies do not have a direct supply chain, nor do
they have production facilities. This presents an excellent opportunity for the contract manufacturing industry, as software companies
will rely on the supply chain sector to bring their products to market.

GOOGLE

GAMBLES
ON GLASS

GOOGLE’S FORAY into wearable technology - Glass - is a step toward the
dream of ubiquitous computing in which the Internet is available everywhere
at all times without the need for interrupting the task at hand. With Glass,
Google puts the internet even closer than your fingertips - right at eye level
and integrates information into the wearer’s visual experience.

BUT WILL THE TECHNOLOGY CATCH ON WITH THE
AVERAGE USER?
8 Supply Chain Asia

Source: GreatBusinessSchools.org

2

China Maintains its Lead… For Now
For companies looking for a low-cost manufacturing strategy, Asia is still the place to go, with China at the top of the list in 2014 with
its well-established manufacturing and supply chain centres. Even with its rising production costs, companies currently prefer to
migrate from coastal areas of China to its inland regions rather than to move out of the country to save costs.

Things China Makes
Source: Bank of America Merrill Lynch
report titled “ Not So Trivial Facts” by
David Ciu

320.4m

320.4m
Energy-Saving Lamps

Personal Computers
That’s

90.6%
of all the personal computers
produced in 2011.

That’s

80%

of all the energy-saving
Lamps produced in 2011.

1.1bn
Mobile Phones

3

That’s

The Rise of 		
the Individual

To say that the consumers are
the most important market
for a lot of companies is
an understatement. With
rising consumer demands
for
same-day
delivery,
increase in product diversity
for sale online, and better
personalised services, the
industry has plenty to do
in 2014 to meet customer
expectations.

60%

of all the mobile phones
produced in 2011.

51.1m
Tons of Pork
That’s

49.8%
of all the pork produced in 2011.

Supply Chain Asia 9

Stumbling Blocks for the US?

Customer demands tend to reach their peak during the holiday seasons, and this naturally poses major challenges for the supply chain
industry. Capgemini asked US supply chain managers about their biggest concerns when it comes to maintaining seamless supply chain
operations, and 89 per cent of the respondents cited challenges to find the right talent.
Many of the issues mentioned echo similar problems faced by supply chain professionals in Asia. Greater innovation has to be developed,
and better training programmes have to be introduced to tackle these issues.

Challenges getting real-time
supply chain insights:

83%

86%

- having the right processes
in place to respond to volatile
consumer demand in real time

- adequately planning for supply chain capacity to address peak requirements
or timely fluctuations in demand, including during the holiday season

21%

Only
said their systems do an excellent job of providing
accurate real-time insights into supply chain performance

Challenges finding
the right talent:

67%

Bottom line: Out-of-stock
items and issues fulfilling
orders impact the business

- a lack of integration in
multi-channel supply
chains, in-store and
online

80%

89%

- end-to-end visibility
and coordination
across the supply
chain

What frustrates them about the online and in-store holiday shopping experience:

95%: retailers delivering the wrong product
93%: retailers delivering an order late
82%: retailers not having an in-store item in stock

- finding talent with the necessary functional
knowledge for supply chain management and
insights

Other key challenges:

87%

- top-down pressure to continually reduce costs and
optimise working capital

54%

of supply chain managers admit supply chain issues have had a negative impact on
their company’s revenue or profitability over the past few years

31%

:

yet a third feel their company’s top executives are not concerned about supply chain
issues during the holidays impacting revenue or profitability

89%

are likely to shop with another retailer in the future if an item is delivered late

74%

have a specific gift in mind when holiday shopping for a loved one

If they are not able to find the item they want in-stock
during this year’s holiday shopping season:

73%

would purchase an item from a different store than
originally intended

29%

would decide not to purchase the item at all

Findings come from the “Supply Chain Impact” study, commissioned by Capgemini and conducted online in October
2013 by KRC Research. The study surveyed two audiences - 150 US senior supply chain managers at retail,
consumer products and distribution companies with at least $1bn in revenue worldwide and 1,000 consumers
nationwide.

10 Supply Chain Asia

85%
$

of supply chain managers recognise that consumer expectations for perfect, ontime delivery of their products has increased over the last five years. But they risk
losing holiday shoppers to competitors.
Comsumers report:

Source: KRC Research

- finding talent with the right analytical skills for
supply chain management and insights

84%

The rocky road ahead Talent and Analytics
To meet increasingly demanding
consumer expectations for perfect
orders, supply chain managers’
priorities for next year are:

65%

increasing the talent and skillsets
for those overseeing supply chain
processes

55%

bringing in best-in-class processes
to improve specific business
outcomes

54%

better leveraging data and analytics
modeling to improve supply chain
response to consumer demand
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Shopping Stores Slump
A report released by Fung Business
Intelligence Centre reveals that major
department
store
operators
have
experienced a significant slowdown in
sales last year, while growth is expected to
continue to decline over the coming year.
A fairly weak economic outlook, changing
consumer shopping behaviour (e.g.
department stores are seen as just
showrooms), and intense competition
(e.g. rising popularity in e-commerce) are
reasons cited as significant sales slowdowns
for department stores in 2012. According
to China’s National Bureau of Statistics,
the total sales revenues for department
stores grew 0.8 per cent to 325.2bn yuan
(US$53.5bn) in 2012. Growth rates for sales
have declined by 20 percentage points,
compared with 2011.

Department store total sales revenues, 2009-2012
Billion yuan

%

400.0

60.0%

322.7
300.0
249.8

2012

45.0%

267.2

200.0

30.0%

20.8%

8.4%
Total sales of goods

325.2

100.0

15.0%

(million yuan)

228,274.5

6.9%

2011

0.8%

Total sales of goods
(million yuan)

209,586.0

0

2009

2010

2011

2012

0%

yoy changes%

8.9

Sales revenue (billion yuan)

2012
Operational income
(million yuan)

22,062.5
2011
Operational income
(million yuan)

19,991.8
yoy changes%

4.9
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Growth

China Commerce Association for General Commerce has also reported that the total sales
of its 81 department store members have increased by 8.9 per cent year-on-year to 228.3bn
yuan in 2012. The growth rate was much lower than the average annual growth rate of 16.5
per cent recorded between 2006 and 2011.
But the industry remains relatively positive. Despite the discouraging trends, some domestic
department store players have been actively widening their footprint. For example,
Wangfujing Department Store, as of June 2013, has operated a total of 30 stores in China
covering two municipalities and 14 provinces. Intime Department Store has also announced
plans to open more outlets in tier 3 and 4 cities across the country.
With China’s surging economy in recent years, it remains to be seen if this is simply a minor
bump in the road, or signs of permanent gradual decline.

Growth of China

10%
2nd

Surge in Economy on
Avg Per Year
Since 1978

Largest Economy

1.3bn
Population

Source: The Sierra Leone Telegraph

Growth Drivers Run Out of Steam
Entry into WTO boosts exports, but post financial crisis
growth fades

A decade-long real-estate
boom runs its course

Exports, change
from a year earlier
40%

Residential floor space started,
change from a year earlier
60%
Residential
real-estate
40 investment as
share of GDP

Share of
world total
12%

30

10

20

8

10

6

0

4

-10

2

-20
2000

0
2012

20

Number of state-owned
enterprises fades but the state
keeps its grip on key sectors

10%
8
6

50%
40
30
20

0

4

--20

2

2000

2012

SOEs as share of
total output

10
0
2000

SOEs as share of
total enterprises

2010

Source: Year to date Sources: General Administration of Customs; World Trade Organisation; CEIC
The Wall Street Journal
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Knock, Knock!
Drones Delivery are (almost) Here
Amazon has done it again.
The CEO of Amazon, Mr Jeff Bezos, has announced the company’s plans to deliver packages using unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs, or
also known as drones) to cities near the company’s warehouses. The drones have a range of ten miles, and can carry products under five
pounds, which covers about 86 per cent of the online retailer’s inventory. The technology is expected to be ready in four or five years, taking
into account further research.
As with any new technology, Amazon faces immense challenges to implement the commercial use of drones. For example, while commercial
drones have been legal in countries like Australia for more than a decade, they are still banned in the US. Only in 2015 will the Federal
Aviation Administration propose rules on how commercial drones will share the most crowded airspace in the world.
Despite the challenges and apprehension among the public, analysts are optimistic that opening up the air space in America can inject
70,000 jobs in three years, and up to $13bn into the US economy.

inject 70,000 jobs in three years
14 Supply Chain Asia

Combating Climate Change
While climate change and increasing temperatures now seem inevitable, there are high levels of uncertainty about the manifestations and
magnitude of their impact, especially on the global industry.
For example, Russia suffered a severe heat wave in 2010. The resulting economic losses were estimated to be US$15bn, as drought and
wildfires destroyed crops, particularly wheat. The knock-on effect was export restrictions on wheat in Russia, which contributed to global
price increases.
More businesses are increasingly aware of the ill-effects of climate change on their supply chains, and are making efforts to cut carbon
emissions. Lego has recently joined the World Wildlife Federation’s Climate Savers programme, and pledged to work with its suppliers to
reduce its total carbon emissions.

‘s Plan to Reduce
Carbon Emissions
CO2
From Toy Production

CO2

10% CO Reduction
2

10,000 metric tons
But 10% of the total CO2 originate
from production, 90% is from
supply chain

CO2

From Supply Chain
Activities consist of raw material extraction and refinement, indirect procurement,
distribution from Lego factories to toy stores around the world and end-of-life impact
when the products are eventually scrapped

10% CO Reduction
2

100,000 metric tons
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Political Unrest
Adds to Economic
Downward Spiral
Thailand’s economy has withstood coups and regime-changing protests
for decades. This time may be tougher.
Demonstrators in Bangkok are seeking to oust Prime Minister Yingluck Shinawatra,
sparking the most violent anti-government clashes in more than three years, and raising
the risk of the third removal of an elected leader since August 2006. Foreign investors sold a net
$1.5bn of Thai shares in November, further compounding a declining economy already struggling with
falling growth, high debt levels and the lowest level of consumer confidence in almost two years.
Japanese companies are becoming increasingly concerned over the possible negative impact of large anti-government
rallies in Bangkok. If the political instability in Thailand continues, a growing number of Japanese companies may reconsider their
investment strategies in a nation that has become a vital production base.

Snippet of Coups in Thailand
2007 May - Ousted PM Thaksin Shinawatra’s Thai Rak Thai
party is banned after a military coup.

2009 March-April – Thaksin supporters
hold mass rallies against the government’s
economic policies.

2007 December - General elections mark the first major
step towards a return to civilian rule. The People Power
Party (PPP), seen as the reincarnation of Thaksin’s Thai Rak
Thai (Thais Love Thais) party, wins the most votes.

2009 June - Leaders of the protest group
that helped topple Thaksin apply to register
themselves as the New Politics Party.

2007

2008

Thaksin Shinawatra

2009

2008 February - Samak Sundaravej of the Thaksin-linked PPP is
sworn in as prime minister. Thaksin returns from exile.
2008 August – Thaksin then flees to Britain with his family after
failing to appear in court to face corruption charges.
2008 September - Opposition protesters occupy Bangkok’s main
government complex, and the Constitutional Court dimisses PM
Sundaravej. Somchai Wongsawat was chosen by parliament as
the new prime minister
2008 December – Somchai is forced from office by a Constitutional
Court ruling disbanding the governing PPP for electoral fraud and
barring its leaders from politics for five years. Opposition leader
Abhisit Vejjajiva forms a coalition to become Thailand’s new
prime minister.
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Abhisit Vejjajiva

e-Commerce
NEWS BITES
In light of the recent exponential
rise in e-commerce activity over
the past decade, this section is
dedicated to keep our readers up
to date with the latest e-commerce
news.
US e-Commerce Spending Up by 15
per cent on Black Friday
• According to preliminary figures released
by comScore, this year’s Black Friday
shopping event revealed US$1.198bn in
desktop online sales, an increase of 15
per cent on the previous year
• comScore says that 66.1 million
Americans visited online retail sites on
Black Friday using a desktop computer
• Amazon was the most visited online retail
site, followed by eBay, Walmart, Best Buy
and Target

2010
2010 February - Supreme Court
strips Thaksin’s family of half of its
wealth after ruling that he illegally
acquired $1.4bn during his time as
PM.
2010 March-May - Tens of thousands
of Thaksin supporters paralyse parts
of central Bangkok with monthslong protests calling for PM Abhisit’s
resignation and early elections.
Protests turned violent, and the
death toll - the worst in the country’s
modern history - is put at 91.

Fewer New Online Customers Gained
in Mature Markets

FSA Study Reveals Singapore &
Malaysia to be Ideal Testing Grounds

• PwC has published a worldwide study
in November (15,000 online customers
in 15 countries) that examines the
e-commerce market maturity effect
• Results show that the more mature a
market is, the fewer new customers it
can gain
• While emerging markets, such as the
Middle East, Turkey and India, were
able to add 45 per cent, 42 per cent
and 38 per cent more online customers,
respectively, e-commerce markets in
Germany, USA, UK and France only grew
by between 5 and 12 per cent

• The Financial Study Association of
Amsterdam has identified Singapore
and Malaysia as ideal testing grounds
for merchants who want to expand their
business internationally and explore the
potential of the Asian market
• Even though the e-commerce markets
in Singapore and Malaysia are relatively
small compared to Asian giants like
China (US$190bn) and Japan (US$64bn),
the study illustrates that these two
smaller countries stand out with respect
to the size of the cross-border share
of the e-commerce market, offering
unique e-commerce propositions which
will help merchants to adapt locally
and understand this rapidly growing
e-commerce region
• According to the opinions of industry
experts and the data studied, an
estimated 55 per cent of all e-commerce
in Singapore and 40 per cent of all
Malaysian e-commerce is cross-border,
an extremely high percentage compared
to cross-border e-commerce figures for
Japan (18 per cent) and South Korea (25
per cent)

Rakuten Opens Shop in Singapore
• Rakuten is officially launched in
Singapore, providing another option
for Singaporeans addicted to online
shopping
• The Singapore site sells a wide variety
of items, ranging from clothing to
electronics to books
• The e-commerce giant has long been
courting Singapore before the launch,
and is heavily involved in the local
startup ecosystem by acquiring Viki for
a reported $200m, leading a $800,000
investment round in mobile marketplace
Carousell, and investing in air-time billing
start-up Coda Payments

2011

2012

2011 July - The pro-Thaksin Pheu
Thai party wins a landslide victory
in elections. Yingluck Shinawatra
- the sister of Thaksin Shinawatra becomes prime minister.

Yingluck
Shinawatra

2013
2013 November - Tens of
thousands of opposition
supporters protest in Bangkok
against a proposed political
amnesty bill that critics say
would allow ousted leader
Thaksin to return to Thailand.

2012 June - Anti-government
yellow-shirts blockade parliament
to prevent debate on proposed
reconciliation bill aimed at ending
six-year-old political tensions.
Group fears that a proposed
amnesty would enable the return
of ousted Thaksin.
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FeaTUres our highlights
In Search of
Excellence in Halal T
Supply Chain
Management

Contributed by Dr. Marco Tieman, CEO, LBB International

he Global Islamic Economy Summit was held in Dubai,
where the leaders of the halal industry came together to
discuss the future of the Islamic Economy. It is clear that
halal is going through an evolution from a Muslim company,
halal product, towards a halal supply chain and value chain,
where halal requires an integral approach in order to protect
the halal integrity for the Muslim consumer and brand
owner. This means that similar to food safety, halal needs
to be addressed throughout the supply chain from source
to the point of consumer purchase (like the supermarket
or restaurant). Therefore there is an important role for the
logistics sector to facilitate global halal food, cosmetics and
pharmaceutical supply chains.

Halal assurance in logistics is important for three reasons, namely: (1) avoid direct contact of halal (permissible in Islam) with haram (forbidden in
Islam, (e.g. pork, alcohol); (2) risk of contamination; and (3) addressing the perception of the Muslim consumer. Direct contact of halal with haram,
also known as cross contamination can be avoided through proper packaging. Minimising the risk of contamination can be avoided through
physical segregation in logistics, clear marking and labeling of halal cargo, and communication of the ‘Halal Supply Chain’ code. Addressing
the perception of the Muslim consumer could mean additional requirements depending on the specific Muslim market, such as ritual cleansing
(required for Malaysia) and a higher level of segregation with for example other halal meats, which could be considered non-halal by other Islamic
schools of thought (often dealing with the method of slaughtering).
According to the latest statistics from the ‘State of the Global Islamic Economy Report 2013’, the halal industry is a large and fast growing
industry with food (valued at US$1,088bn in 2012, and $1,626bn by 2018), cosmetics ($26bn in 2012 and $39bn by 2018) and pharmaceuticals
($70bn in 2012, $97bn by 2018). These cargo flows require logistics facilitation in compliance with Shariah to protect the integrity for the Muslim
consumer and brand owner. Although the largest Muslim markets are in Asia and the Middle East, other regions also play an important roles in
global halal supply chains. The US, Brazil, Europe and Australia & New Zealand are, for example, the largest exporters of halal food, whereas
for cosmetics and pharmaceuticals the US and Europe play a dominant role.
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Global brand owners (food, pharmaceutical
and cosmetics manufacturers, retail chains
and restaurants) active in Asia and the Middle
East market have been dealing with more
stringent certification requirements of their
products and/or outlets in Muslim markets,
and will need to extend halal assurance
towards supply chain management. The
brand owners have to relook at how they are
organising their global halal supply chains to
ensure halal compliance beyond their factory
walls and engage themselves with the right
logistics partners that can provide halal
logistics services.
Over the last years, there have been an
increasing number of ports and logistics
service providers that have established halal
logistics services, such as in France, Belgium,
the Netherlands, Malaysia, Singapore,
Thailand, and US. It is expected that this
number will exponentially grow over the
coming five years in order to meet the new
requirements for the handling of halal food,
cosmetics and pharmaceuticals in Muslim as
well as non-Muslim markets.
For logistics service providers that wish to
establish halal logistics services, there is
an international halal logistics standard to
follow, the IHIAS 0100:2010, developed
under the Islamic Chamber of Commerce
& Industry (ICCI) and the International Halal
Integrity Alliance (IHI Alliance). This standard
prescribes the requirements in transportation,
storage and terminal (seaports, airports,
inland terminals) operations. It is important
to work according to this international
standard in order to ensure seamless
integration with other halal logistics networks
in other countries. Compliance with the
IHIAS 0100:2010 standard is a recognition
of excellence for logistics service providers
that are serious in doing business in Muslim
markets, which could provide them with a
first-mover and competitive advantage.

“

The halal industry is a
large and fast growing
industry with food valued
at US$1,088bn in 2012.

”

About the Writer

Dr. Marco Tieman is the Chief Executive Officer
of LBB International, a logistics consulting &
research firm specialised in agri-food supply
chains, industrial logistics and third party
logistics. Dr. Tieman is also Adjunct Professor
with Universiti Tun Abdul Razak (UNIRAZAK),
responsible for research on Halal Supply
Chain Management. Under his leadership,
extensive research programmes have been
conducted in halal logistics and supply chain
management. As a result, UNIRAZAK offers
new research and study opportunities in halal
supply chain management at MSc and PhD.
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Malaysia
Leaps into
the New
Year
Contributed by Chew Wai Yee,
SCA Correspondent

A

rmed with a plan to improve its world
ranking in logistics performance for
2014, Malaysia is expected to grow 9.5
per cent in logistics value for the year 2013,
driven by strong local and regional economic
growth.
According to Frost & Sullivan, the Malaysian
logistics industry is expected to bring in
RM139.74bn (US$44.1bn) in value for 2013, a
growth of 9.5 per cent over the previous year’s
RM127.66bn, buoyed by strong sustainable
economic growth in the country and strong
intra-Asian trade.
Global vice-president, transportation &
logistics practice, Mr Gopal R, said that
external trade for Malaysia remains resilient
and is expected to increase 6.5 per cent to
RM1.42tr in 2013 as compared to RM1.34tr
in 2012.
Growth of the country’s external trade
signifies the growth of the transportation
and logistics industry especially for import
and export forwarding, air freight and ocean
freight-related businesses. He added that the
positive outlook on foreign direct investments
(FDI) inflows were also expected to drive the
transportation & logistics market, and forecast
for Malaysia’s total cargo volume (air, rail and
sea) to grow moderately at five per cent,
reaching 530.67 mt in 2013 compared with
505.26 mt in 2012.
“In 2013, the air freight market declined but
ocean freight grew,” Mr Christopher Lim,
Country Manager for Malaysia, DHL Global
Forwarding observes.
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Indeed, according to Mr Gopal, Malaysia’s air cargo volume was estimated to increase marginally
at 1.1 per cent to 900,000 tonnes in 2013 due to the global economic slowdown, while total
cargo volume by sea last year was expected to grow five per cent to 523.3 mt in 2013 from
498.2 mt in 2012.
Of the total sea freight volume, containerised cargo represents more than 70 per cent of total
cargo throughput by sea in the country; of which, about 47 per cent is handled by Port Klang,
with transhipment accounting for 22.5 per cent of total sea cargo throughput last year.
Cargo volume by rail was reportedly forecast to increase to 6.47 mt in 2013 as compared to
6.16 mt in 2012.
“In 2014, we should see reasonable intra-Asia trade continue although the country’s largest
trading partners remain the US, China and Japan,” says Mr Lim.
“A strengthening US dollar against the weakened RM should stimulate exports a little more
while fuel subsidies will likely continue to reduce, thus resulting in fuel hikes for local truckers
where trucking and transportation rates will likely continue to increase.”
On a longer-term, the Malaysian logistics industry is forecast by Frost & Sullivan to grow at a
compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 10.2 per cent to reach RM207.4bn in 2017.
It is estimated that contract logistics would likely generate substantial revenue stream for logistics
companies. Mr Gopal notes that many companies in Malaysia still manage their logistics needs
internally, or engage logistics service providers for certain logistics tasks such as transportation,
storage and import/export only when needed.

New Year Ambitions

To improve the country’s standing from the current 29th ranking in the World Bank Logistics
Performance Index Report 2012, the Malaysian government has formulated a Logistics Sector
Master Plan.
The plan will provide the strategic direction for the development of logistics infrastructure and
supply chain as well as review regulations and laws.
In addition, the government is allocating RM3bn in soft loans under the Maritime Development
Fund through Bank Pembangunan Malaysia to encourage the development of the shipping
industry, shipyard construction, Oil & Gas, as well as maritime-related support activities.
The country has also set eyes on being an aviation hub in the region, looking to strengthen the
ecosystem and services network in the aviation industry, along with plans to build a new air
traffic management centre at KLIA and upgrade several other airports.
How these government policies will affect the logistics business is still early to tell.
However, Mr Ryan Tang, Managing Director, DHL Supply Chain Malaysia, points out other local
developments that are worth watching out in the near future.
Among them is the offshore supply chain base covering the Pasir Gudang area; logistics
opportunities such as Regional Distribution Centres, Integrated Logistics Services, and Halal
Logistics Hubs in the Iskandar area, as well as North Corridor Economic Region, Penang Central
Auto Hub and Sabah Development Corridor.

“

”

The Malaysian logistics industry is forecast by Frost
& Sullivan to grow at a compound annual growth rate
(CAGR) of 10.2 per cent to reach RM207.4bn in 2017.

Improved regional links, a welcome move
A move to expand transportation routes between Brunei, Indonesia, Malaysia and the Philippines is lauded by the Malaysian
logistics industry as a way forward to improve links and further boost trade within the sub-region.
“The planned expansion of transportation routes within the Brunei, Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines-East ASEAN
Growth Area (BIMP-EAGA) sub-region will specifically help to address the capacity and lead-time constraints currently
associated with goods transportation between Peninsular and East Malaysia,” says Mr Ryan Tang, Managing Director,
DHL Supply Chain Malaysia.
“This is a common challenge faced by the local logistics industry as a whole, so improvements in this respect can only
help to facilitate and bolster the industry in Malaysia.”
Echoing the general welcome for liberalisation of trade between Indonesia and Malaysia, Mr Christopher Lim, Country
Manager for DHL Global Forwarding Malaysia, points out that “Brunei is also promising to be an interesting market with
further liberalisation.”
Brunei, Indonesia, Malaysia and the Philippines agreed in October in a ministerial meeting to open new air, shipping and land
transportation routes to improve connectivity between their bordering areas to help spur sub-regional economic growth.
Reportedly, the four nations agreed to connect Pontianak in West Kalimantan and Kuching in Serawak, Malaysia, and
to increase flight frequency for the Tawau (Malaysia)-Tarakan (East Kalimantan) route. Shortly after the agreement, the
Tawau-Tarakan flight service was increased from seven to 10 times per week, while the Pontianak-Kuching route was
launched by Indonesian domestic carrier Express Air in October.
MASwings, a subsidiary of Malaysia flag carrier Malaysia Airlines, was reported to launch operations between Kota
Kinabalu (Malaysia) and Puerto Princessa (the Philippines) in November, with plans to serve Kuching-Mulu-Bandar Seri
Begawan (Brunei) in the near future.
Calling airlines to explore code-sharing agreements and cooperation opportunities, Indonesian Transportation Minister
Mr E.E Mangindaan said the BIMP-EAGA members were committed to provide incentives to operators, such as reducing
landing fees so that airlines in the future could connect more points in the sub-region.
Apart from air links, the ministerial meeting also agreed on the establishment of a shipping route linking Bitung in North
Sulawesi and Davao in Southern Mindanao, the Philippines, with a Roll-On/Roll-Off (Ro-Ro) vessel to further improve
maritime trade. Another new sea route that connects Brooke’s Point in Palawan, the Philippines and Kudat in Sabah,
Malaysia, is also in the pipeline.
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Portability in the World of Label Printing
Contributed by James Chew, Regional Manager, South East Asia & South Asia, Datamax-O’Neil

S

ince the 70s, mobility has been the natural progression or even a necessary “rite of passage” for technology development. The earliest
prototype of a mobile phone, portable computer, and the invention of the WALKMAN® are examples that come to mind most readily. That
same idea has since been implemented to many other consumer and manufacturing products, affording much convenience, productivity
and pleasure to our lives today.
In the world of label or receipt printing, users have also been enabled with freedom from wires, with major players all providing mobile printing
options. Here, we take a closer look at what mobile printing entails, including the benefits it brings to the various industries it serves, as well
as users’ changing needs.
1. What is mobile printing, and how does
it work?
Mobile printing is a generic term for the
ability to print labels or receipts without being
physically connected or constrained to a
fixed location. For mobile printing to happen,
three components need to be present: a
device to generate the print job, a method of
connection, and a printer, of course!
The device that a user generates a print
job with is typically an ultra-rugged mobile
computer that can withstand the most
extreme conditions. Similarly, mobile printers
are made to be ultra-rugged so as to ensure
printing needs are met reliably each time, even
if dropped from a height numerous times. As
for connecting the two gadgets: the latest
mobile printers come with several connectivity
options, including serial and USB ports, as
well as Bluetooth® and Wi-Fi wireless options.
And most commonly, up to around 99 per
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cent of the time, users choose to pair their
mobile computers with a mobile printer via a
Bluetooth® connection.
Strictly speaking though, mobile printing is
just one small part of the equation in the
automatic identification and data capture
(AIDC) ecosystem, and it requires other
technologies (e.g. integrated wireless mobile
computing system) to meaningfully manage
data and enhance performance.
2. Mobile label printing is quite an
established technology by now, and many
people have enjoyed its benefits. Who are
some of its common users and also uses?
Label and receipt printing cuts across a variety
of markets, as do the users who find mobile
printing useful. One of the largest users is the
public service sector’s various government
agencies. Applications include field service in
the form of utilities meter reading/billing and
issuing of parking tickets.

Apart from that, several segments of the
fast-moving consumer goods (FMCG)
supply chain also frequently use mobile
printing of labels and receipts. Whether it is
tracking movement of cartons, pellets and
inventory fresh out of a manufacturing plant;
monitoring route accounting of goods during
direct store deliveries; or managing field
service technicians’ status; each function
enjoys increased accuracy, convenience
and productivity with the adoption of mobile
printing infrastructure.
Closely related to the FMCG industry is the
retail sector, which also benefits greatly
from the implementation of mobile printing
devices. The ability to print bar code labels
on demand while in the store aisles instead
of at a centralised location results in less
wastage, both in time and media (from printing
wrong labels). Last but not least, mobile
printers offer healthcare providers the ability
to print customised labels for medication in its
pharmacies and patient wristbands in wards.

3. Under what circumstances would you
recommend mobile label printers? Can
they replace stationary ones entirely?

Additionally, users continue to request for mobile printers that are smaller, lighter and faster
than existing models. Without a doubt, mobile printing manufacturers that can offer any or all
of these features in their future products will then take the lead in the market.

Label printers are very much recommended
according to application-type. While the
concept of portability has been the trend for
gadgets in general, there are other important
factors to consider when choosing a label
printer. Briefly, these include print volume,
operating environment, size of media, colour
vs. black/white, thermal or inked printing, and
even considerations of the scanners that will
be used to read the labels.

About Datamax-O’Neil

Datamax-O’Neil is a trusted global provider of stationary and portable label and receipt printing
solution products that enable manufacturing and supply markets to capture the benefits of
automated product identification and automated legal and financial transactions. DatamaxO’Neil is the barcode and mobile printing business company within Dover Corporation’s Printing
and Identification segment. The company’s products address a wide variety of applications,
including those in the industrial, healthcare, retail, automotive and ticketing market sectors.
Datamax-O’Neil is headquartered in Orlando, Florida, and maintains key facilities in California,
Illinois, and France, as well as sales and technical support offices around.

One of the common problems that the mobile
printer addresses well is that of human error
in the field, warehouse, or retail shop-floor
environment. Traditionally, businesses rely on
paper-based manual record keeping, which
is simple and low-cost to maintain. However,
inaccuracies occur for a variety of reasons
such as illegible handwriting, misplaced slips
of paper or poor memory. The ability to post
a record electronically and generate a receipt
on-the-spot eliminates any of these issues.
Other than that, the mobile printer allows
a worker better efficiency since no time is
spent on travelling to collect batch printed
labels. Printing on demand and on-the-go
also minimises the chance of mistakes and
wastage.
To keep mobile printers portable, there is a
trade off to the size of print outs and colour
options. Another limitation of mobile printers is
high volume printing, making them unsuitable
for businesses that print large batches at a go.
For these requirements, stationary printers are
still relevant in the market.
4. How do you think users’ needs for
mobile printing are changing, and how are
label printer manufacturers responding to
them?
For most business owners, decisions are
driven by profit margins and cost management.
As consumer electronic products such as
smartphones and tablets become more
powerful and affordable, these gadgets have
begun to replace the ultra-rugged mobile
computing systems. Naturally, label printer
manufacturers then need to offer bridging
platforms for the devices on respective
operating systems (e.g. iOS and Android),
and these applications could take some time
to develop. The migration must be fuss-free
and reliable, and cannot interrupt a business’
operations.

“

The ability to print bar code
labels on demand while in
the store aisles instead of at
a centralised location results
in less wastage, both in time
and media.
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Effective

Supply Chain with

Mobility
Contributed by Mervin Chui, Supply Chain Management Consultant, en world Singapore

B

usinesses that sell products, do not simply manufacture products - there are multiple
processes involved in the entire business process that commences from the procurement
of raw material and ends in the hands of the final user.

Each of these processes is critical as the processes are required for many purposes, including
optimisation of resources, order and delivery tracking, quality management, order fulfillment,
on-time delivery, and more.
Traditionally, companies depended on human capital to manage these processes, but with the
increasing use of technology today, automation is employed in many processes.

“

The Traditional Way

The customary process that is widely followed by the manufacturers and their channel partners
include the physical process, filing status and details on paper before the data is entered into
computers that keep track of every stage of product development or movement.

What if data can be
captured in real time
instead of recording it
from the handwritten
papers? What if this data
could be entered directly
into one core database
while the process is
being tracked?
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”

For instance, when a raw material is received at the production line, the procurement department
has to be ready with the papers and another operator enters the details of raw materials received
in the computer to keep a record of the process.
Next, the raw material moves to the production lines and through multiple processes, which
include assembling and quality testing, with substantial paper work and data entry required
through each process.
As the goods are produced, they move to the warehousing/logistical processes and then
gradually onto the channel partners. Each stage again requires paper work and data entry. The
data that is entered into different machines by different departments of the different channel
partners is then collated in a single data sheet to give information about all the stages involved
in the business.

Mobility as a Solution

A way to resolve such issues, and thus
increase efficiency, is enabling mobility in
the systems. What if data can be captured
in real time instead of recording it from the
handwritten papers? What if this data could
be entered directly into one core database
while the process is being tracked?
Mobility is the ability to capture data in
real time and into the core database such
that everyone associated with any of these
processes can access the data at any time.
The benefits of mobility are:
1. Allows for data to be automatically entered
into systems – thereby eliminating manual
work and minimising data entry errors
2. Status reports can be pulled at any time,
with a clear overview of the entire process
3. Resulting quality is improved as there will
be a reduction in human error
4. Processing of orders becomes more
efficient
5. Handing time, shipment costs, and Dockto-Stock cycles can be reduced efficiently
Mobility at Different Stages of Supply Chain.

We will take a look at the different stages at which mobility increases efficiencies of the overall
business process:

Warehousing

• Incoming shipments are identified automatically, and the related data is directly made available
to the real time applications, thus allowing real time inventory tracking
• Automation reduces time required for shipments, and thus more shipments can be handled
in a shorter time frame
• Improved efficiency of order tracking, material handling, packaging and distribution
• With automation, sorting can be done quickly with increased accuracy
• Processes like Last In First Out (LIFO) and First In First Out (FIFO) can be implemented and
controlled in the picking process, thus improving the management of Inventory
• Real time asset tracking improves visibility, and thus reduces instances of theft or loss of
materials

Transportation

• The system can check for a match between available loads and trucks which ensures optimum
usage and efficiency of these physical assets
• Emergency situations can also be taken care of with the availability of real time data. For
example, if a truck breaks down in between, the nearest truck driver can be informed for an
emergency pick-up.

Labour Management

• Tasks can be assigned to workers via computing devices that they carry, which minimise the
chances of misunderstanding or missing information
• Opens up new avenues for using new technology, like Cross Docking and Interleaving
• The daily attendance, as well as the factory working times, can be recorded for different
shifts, thus simplifying the employee management process
• With a clear visibility of workforce distribution, proper resource planning can be done to
improve control as well as reduce staffing costs

Expanded Mobility

The expansion of mobility uses mobile technology to deliver the information on mobile devices,
which can then be accessed directly by the customer. This technology not only makes the data
available on mobile devices, but these devices also act as a source for data collection that can
be sent to a central system directly - in real time.
This improves the precision of the system and speeds up the delivery system. It was not long ago
that paper processes dominated supply chain and most systems required manual execution of
tasks. With mobility, a wireless device can be used for a real time transaction or communication.
This could be a handheld device that operates on pre-established processes to enable data
flow in real time. Additionally, this brings an ability to control all processes within the workflow
screen and can be used as a tool to monitor and reduce variances.

Mervin Chui
Supply Chain Management
Consultant
Mervin is the Executive Search
Consultant responsible for managing
the Supply Chain Management
desk at en world Singapore. Mervin
has more than a decade’s worth of
executive search and recruitment
experience within various industries
and he specialises in mid to senior
level positions.

The Road Ahead

There is a global rise in demand for mobility, and solutions providers are tailoring specific
solutions to incorporate greater depth and breadth of mobility. There are major improvements
happening in the area today, and we can expect custom cloud applications in the near future
that will pave the way for integrated supply chain management on the go.

About en world

en world is an international recruiting agency, focusing on managerial and senior-level career
solutions. en world was established in Japan in 1999 and has expanded to Singapore,
Hong Kong, Korea, Australia and Vietnam. With 270 staff representing 15 nationalities in
10 offices, we are supporting over 12,000 placements with 2,400 clients across the Asia
Pacific Region. en world is a subsidiary of en-japan inc, Japan’s leading internet-based
recruitment solutions provider. www.enworld.com/sg
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THE SUPPLY CHAIN OF

THE FUTURE

Contributed by Craig Simon, President and CEO Supply Chain, FedEx
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F

or most of history, the supply chain that
links the world together today would
have been unimaginable. The road to
market is now a superhighway. It is a 24/7
operation. Global trade does not sleep. In
fact, it never even pauses for a nap. Wheels
on the ground, wings in the sky, and keels in
the water connect a largely borderless world
economy.
At the same time, supercharged as the
global superhighway may already be, no
one in the shipping industry doubts that
faster, cheaper, safer, simpler remain the
fundamental currency of success for anyone in
the shipping business. The world’s insomniac
global companies demand, and deserve,
nothing less.
That might suggest that the supply chain of
the future will need to look quite different.
There are even sci-fi visions of a Star Trekstyle teleport option, 3D printing, and a superpremium service that moves goods through
cyberspace, like auto parts for example, from
a plant in China to a factory floor in the United
States. It is an intriguing possibility.
What is considerably more likely is that 20
years from now, the moving pieces necessary
to move goods will still primarily be planes,
ships, trains and trucks. Not as exotic,
perhaps. But it will be with a new level of
near-molecular precision. The supply chain
of the future will not look all that different, but
in 2033 its visibility will be extraordinary. It will
radiate data.
We are already approaching that level of
transparency, but in the future ever more
pervasive tagging of every item in a shipment
will take advantage of tiny embedded sensors
to enable an unprecedented degree of realtime tracking and tracing. Today, FedEx
already offers a larger, multi-sensor device
for high-value shipments, called SenseAware
for use on all transport modes, including
airplanes, intra-US and to over a dozen
international locations as well. The sensors
of 2033 will be ubiquitous.

“

It will be an optimised supply chain overall,
and it will be personalised on an individual
level. Each one of us will have access to
a personalised control tower, a command
centre for a shipment in the palm of one’s
hand, whether in a smartphone, or tablet,
or another device. Today, many larger
companies already have teams charged
with managing “control towers” to monitor
disruptions in the supply chain, whether from
a weather event, a mechanical breakdown
or, for that matter, civil unrest. Twenty years
from now ever more advanced algorithms will
constantly compute speed versus cost ratios
for each one of us, generating global options
to re-route a shipment, or speed it up, or to
slow it down.
This level of data will also mean greater
security throughout the supply chain. The
ability to know the status of a shipment – the
location of a consignment of dishwashers
or the temperature of a delivery of human
tissue – with ever greater certainty. This in
turn simplifies the supply chain. Having a 360
degree view of a journey in a sense flattens it
out, makes even complex routings easier to
see, creating efficiencies, cost savings and,
simply, confidence that goods will arrive safely
and on time.
This flexibility will extend to a venerable
fundamental of the supply chain –
consolidation. In 2013, most shipments are
consolidated, packed in containers in the
belly of an aircraft or hull of a ship or back
of a truck. By 2033, the array of possibilities
built into the supply chain will include deconsolidation, removing a portion or even a
single item from a consolidated shipment. It
will mean the ability – for a price, of course
- to speed the customisation and delivery of
a personal dialysis machine that arrives from
Vietnam to the port of Los Angeles for an
urgent patient need in Kansas City. Rather
than send it with dozens of other devices
on a truck when it reaches the US, there will
be more options to extract it from the bulk
shipment and send it alone, by express air
for example, overnight.

Eventually, another kind of consolidation
may also increasingly be built into the supply
chain. The manufacturing process of, say, that
personalised dialysis machine, will be merged
with its shipment and end-of-life disposition.
When a product is made, the process for
determining its final resting place will be coded
into the product itself. An order for a device
placed in Kansas City could instantly connect
into a matrix of interconnected manufacturers,
shippers and, eventually, to complete the
virtuous circle, even a final destination for
the device – a qualified reclamation center
to recycle the components. Imagine using
your phone to scan a 2D barcode on the
product that will automatically dispatch a
courier to your door to pick it up with precise
instructions for its final shipment.
Sustainability will be fundamental. One of
the world’s foremost experts on the supply
chain, Dr. Edgar Blanco of MIT, has said, “We
have been great at getting something to you.
What we have not been so great at is getting
that thing that we gave you back. Trying to
extract more value either as materials that
you can recover, recycle, or maybe even to
give that same product to other people after
you are done with it.” It is an expansive vision.
The shipping industry has long been at the
forefront of sustainability, with constant and
ongoing efforts to reduce its carbon footprint
and create an ever greener supply chain. This
commitment will continue and could even one
day, indeed, encompass the entire life cycle
of a product.
The modern supply chain has come a long
way from a cart pulled by a horse to market,
and it is still a long way from shipments in
cyber space. But even in just 20 years the
supply chain of the future will be more finely
tuned, accessible, reliable, sustainable – and
profitable – than ever. That’s great news for
the entire global economy that we are all so
dependent on. Right now, the superhighway
of the world economy has never been better.
The even better news is that it’s still under
construction.

The supply chain of the
future will not look all that
different, but in 2033 its
visibility will be extraordinary.
It will radiate data.

”

Craig Simon, President and CEO Supply Chain, FedEx
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Cluster Director, Land Management,
Transport & Logistics Cluster, IDA

Innovation: The Game Changer

O

ften cited as the most innovative city in Asia-Pacific, Singapore is known to tap on its deep talent pool and business-friendly
governing philosophy to adapt and remain relevant in the 21st century.

Among many initiatives that the logistics sector collaborates together with Government such as TradeXChange, the latest
groundbreaking initiative is e-freight@Singapore, which was launched in June 2013. With the industry setting its sights on going
electronic by the end of this year, three consortia comprising 37 companies threw their weight behind this initiative - a collection
of projects that develops solutions to manage paperless air freight processes.
As one of the consortia, Infocomm Development of Singapore (IDA) supported the development of this initiative. In this issue of
Supply Chain Asia, we are pleased to be in touch with Mr Kenneth Lim, Cluster Director, Land Management, Transport & Logistics
Cluster, from IDA to share with us Singapore’s innovative adoption strategy to remain relevant in the region, as well as insights into
initiatives to encourage collaboration, such as TradeXchanage and e-freight@Singapore.

1) Can you share with our readers
your current role in IDA and your
background in logistics?
My interest in logistics started when
I landed my first job at the Port of
Singapore Authority as a system analyst,
which involves designing and developing
software for the Port and Logistics
operations. I was amazed at how
complex the logistics operation is.
In my current role in IDA as a Cluster
Director, I have a dual role as a
Government Chief Information Officer
and a Sector Transformation Technology
Advocate. We support public agencies to
achieve better public service outcomes
through IT innovations and proper
governance. In addition, we catalyse the
adoption of relevant technologies in the
private industries and trade associations
to achieve better productivity and
competitiveness. I truly enjoy working
with my colleagues who are equally
passionate to experience the innovative
transformations in the logistics sector.

“

We have been leveraging on
our geographical position
to serve the world, but we
now need to leverage on
our technological position to
improve our services.

”

2) How does the level of
technology and innovation
a d o p t i o n i n t h e S i n g a p o re
logistics industry compare to
other countries in the region?
Does it sufficiently boost our
local industry?
If I take the Logistics Performance Index
(LPI) conducted by World Bank as a
proxy indicator to measure the level of
technology and innovation adoption in
our logistics sector, Singapore can be
considered doing well relative to other
countries within this region. However, the
world changes so quickly that I feel this
strong position can be easily overtaken if
we stop innovating and investing.
Still, I urge logistics companies to
look further and collaborate with other
players in the supply chain to integrate
IT systems and provide greater value
to their customers. Governtment-led
initiatives, such as TradeXchange and
e-freight@Singapore, are good examples
that promote greater collaboration and
integration between industry partners.
Such integrations (data and digital
processes) across the supply chain will
strengthen our logistics hub position,
bring greater value within and beyond
individual companies, and grow the
overall business pie for everyone.

3) What are the challenges IDA
face to drive technology adoption
in the industry?
We see ourselves driving the adoption
of technology in a few ways. I will use
the e-freight@Singapore journey to
demonstrate our approach to overcoming
some of the challenges.
Firstly, we identify the need of digital data
for our logistics companies to plan and
execute their work more optimally. To do
that, we look at the sources of the data
(e.g. from the customers of our logistics
companies) and we devise programmes
to encourage such release of digital
data (we named it data@source). Many
of these sources come from MNCs, and
this can be challenging as it takes time
to get them to “open the tap” in terms
of priorities, foreign IT teams, etc. For
the SMEs, they may not have the right
resources and systems to start with,
and we need to encourage companies
to consider investing in IT. There are
schemes now that logistics companies
can tap on in Singapore to overcome
these challenges.
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Secondly, we identified the need for more
streamlined processes across enterprises
for our logistics companies to make their
execution speedy and reliable. To do
that, we will work often with the industry
to study the processes involved and reengineer the processes to make them
more streamlined and efficient. This may
involve some standards formulation and
enabling of software to inter-operate. The
challenge is that it takes time to make
these changes, but we view such effort
to be extremely beneficial in the long run
to the companies.
Lastly, we have identified that to make our
logistics landscape more competitive and
efficient, we need the players to come
together as one, including the trade
associations, IT companies, logistics
companies and even regulatory agencies.
We thus work closely with agencies such
as the Singapore Customs, SPRING,
EDB, and CAAS to synergise our efforts
together and work closely with the
logistics industry. By collaborating and
working towards a common goal, I am
confident that our effort will reap its
benefits.

4) High cost is often cited as the
key issue that impedes innovation
and technology adoption. How
would you address that issue?
High cost is indeed an impediment,
but I do not necessarily agree that
innovation must always be costly. I have
seen logistics companies innovate by
using cost-effective data exchange
tools to streamline their information
exchange processes with their business
partners. This has greatly improved the
logistics companies’ information flow to
their partners by ensuring that data is
more accurately shared. In return, the
customers benefitted from timeliness and
accuracy of shipments of goods.
The willingness to collaborate, however,
requires commitment and willpower to
see through the transformation. This is
where I see IDA stepping in to catalyse
the implementation, together with other
public agencies. Initiatives, such as
TradeXchange or e-freight@Singapore,
are programmes that companies can
take up. In addition, there are also
grant schemes to defray some of these
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implementation costs, and opportunities
to learn from one another to improve
companies’ productivity through the
adoption of innovative technologies.

6) Are the talents here armed with
the right knowledge to introduce
more innovation solutions for the
industry?

5) Do you think Singapore’s
role as a regional hub and
knowledge centre can continue
against the backdrop of current
developments in countries such
as China, Korea, Malaysia and
Thailand?

S i n g a p o re h a s b e e n s u c c e s s f u l
in attracting lead logistics players
to set up their operations here, and
developing a pool of talent to support
the businesses. By centralising the
knowledge and expertise in Singapore,
we are continuously growing the talent
pool in Singapore to orchestrate supply
chain initiatives and innovative solutions
for the industry.

Despite the developments in the regional
countries, Singapore must continue to
serve the region and beyond in our role
as a regional hub and knowledge centre.
We have been leveraging on our
geographical position to serve the
world, but we now need to leverage on
our technological position to improve our
services. We should also collaborate with
these countries to boost the reliability
of our supply chain and logistics and
ensure that the overall flow of goods and
information through Singapore can be
well facilitated.
We see continued strength in the
areas where leading manufacturers,
using their supply chain to differentiate
their competencies, are setting up
their regional supply chain centres in
Singapore to optimise and manage their
supply chain operations in Asia. I think we
should continue to work hard to uphold
the trust that the business community
has in Singapore, and continue to
strengthen the ecosystem that allows
the different players to benefit from such
exchanges of knowledge.

Supply Chain Asia has also done a
wonderful job in promoting greater
professionalism and developing talents
for the industry, so I am optimistic about
the future. With technologies being
used worldwide to differentiate logistics
solutions, we should add technology
competency as part of our logistics
professional capabilities. In this way,
we can collectively uplift the overall
sophistication of our logistics industry.
One good example is the use of robotic
technologies in “lights-off” distribution
hub that has been recently implemented
in Singapore. It shows the boldness of
our logistics companies to innovate,
and I understand that many have come
from other parts of the world to come
here to learn.

7) What do you do for leisure
and fun?
I am married with two young children,
and I am at the stage of my life now that
revolves around my children. So naturally,
I try to spend most of my leisure time
with my family.

e-freight@Singapore Case Study

With operations in more than 150 locations in 40 countries, ASPAC Aircargo Services is an extensive international freight forwarder
based in Singapore. Understanding the importance of embracing innovative technology, ASPAC Aircargo has chosen to be one of
the early adopters of e-freight@Singapore. Mr Marc Ong, Director of the company, shares with Supply Chain Asia his experience.

1) Why did ASPAC decide to
adopt e-freight@Singapore?
e-freight@Singapore is an IATA and
Singapore government initiative that
was launched in 2012. A Call-forCollaboration was issued and ASPAC
partnered with one of the IT solution
providers to participate in this initiative.
ASPAC realises that e-freight is the
future for the airfreight industry and by
participating in this initiative and being
an early adopter, ASPAC will potentially
benefit from the first mover advantage.

2) Can you share with the readers
any difficulties or challenges
faced when implementing
e-freight@Singapore?
When we first introduced the idea of
e-freight to our customers, our customers
were apprehensive. They were worried
about the additional cost they will have
to incur to set up e-freight. They were
used to the traditional paper documents
and the idea of using electronic data
was foreign to them. Thus one of the
challenges we faced was to convince
our customers to come onboard and
participate in this initiative.

3) How has the technology boost
the company’s level of efficiency
and productivity?
Currently, our e-freight testing has just
gone live with one of our customers,
Qian Hu Corporation. Potentially, this
technology will be able to enhance data
accuracy, replace manual processes
with automated electronic processes,
reduce documentation handling time and
reduce paper usage. This will result in
an increase in cost savings, an increase
in productivity, an increase in quality
of service and lastly greater efficiency
throughout the logistics supply chain.
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The One-of-a-kind Everyday Man

R

arely do we talk about Chief Executive Officer (CEO) and ‘the everyday man’ in one breath. After all, we are accustomed
to seeing CEOs in perfectly starched, pressed shirt and a business suit. We perceive them to be Starbucks coffee addicts,
and assume that they live the high life by regularly attending gala dinners and playing golf.

Imagine the surprise of the Supply Chain Asia team when we dropped by to interview Mr Kenny Yap, Executive Chairman &
Managing Director of Qian Hu Corporation Limited, and saw him sitting with his workers having coffee at the work site dressed in
the company’s polo t-shirt. Also known as ‘Kenny the Fish’, there was no indication he was part of the upper management, and
his down-to-earth attitude was a novel change.

1) What inspires you to continue
your family business?
I do not necessarily consider this a family
business because my father and uncle
were pig farmers, whereas I am a fish
farmer. In terms of business, this is a first
generation business. But if you are asking
in terms of business culture and values,
then this business can be considered as
second generation. I saw how my father
and uncle worked together to run the
family business and from there, and learnt
the importance of partnership. They did
not split what they earned equally; rather,
they split according to how much they
needed. My father always took the bigger
share because he had nine children, while
my uncle had five. This is a fantastic
concept, and until today, I have not seen
anyone else doing this.

Truth be told, I have had many good
offers from other companies, but the
main reason I choose to stay in Qian
Hu is because I love fish. When I was
about five or six years old, I bought
my first goldfish for fifty cents with my
hard-earned savings. The goldfish had a
broken tail, and my brother laughed at me
for it. But I ignored him because I loved
the goldfish, regardless of its broken tail.
Secondly, working with my family helps
me feel safe and secure that they have
my back if something happens to me. In
return, I play a part in ensuring that my
family members are financially secure. I
am really pleased to say that right now,
all of my family members are financially
independent, and some of them are even
better off than I am. I think these strong
family values and concepts drive me to
do what I am doing right now.

2 ) H o w d i ff e re n t i s s u p p l y
chain in the ornamental fish
provider business compared to
other markets (e.g. consumer,
pharmaceutical)?
Since we are dealing with live fish, our
pace has to be quick and our methods
have to be precise and efficient. Unlike
dead goods, live goods require a topnotch quarantine system and more
inspection checks throughout the whole
journey to ensure that the fish do not
show signs of illness. Compared to other
packers shipping dead goods, we need
to be more diligent because there is
basically no room for errors.
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F o r e x a m p l e , t h e re i s e x t e n s i v e
preparation required prior to the shipment
of the fish. Our very first shipment to
Taiwan resulted in zero per cent survival
rate because we were not aware of the
proper procedure of preparing the live
fish for shipping. When you are shipping
fish on air freight, especially on a long
flight over 20 hours, you need to starve
the fish. It is important that its stomach
is cleared of food so it does not excrete
and pollute the bag it is in during travel.
Another important factor is we need
to use soft packaging. When there
is a change in pressure, the bag will
expand. If you pack the fish too tightly,
the package will burst due to change in
pressure. These are the minute details
you need to take note of when shipping
live fish.

3) What is the average lifespan of
an ornamental fish?
It is a general rule that the lifespan of
a fish depends on its size. The bigger
that the fish can grow, the longer is its
lifespan. For example, a guppy, which
is a small but one of the more popular
freshwater aquarium fish, usually live
between one to two years. In contrast,
koi fish can live up to 30 years.
Usually, we guarantee 97 per cent survival
rate for the fish that we transport, which
is the industry’s acceptance standard.
But if you have a good quarantine system
and packing techniques, you can achieve
a higher survival rate. Our record stands
at one to two per cent of dead on arrival.

4) What are the major challenges
faced in the supply chain and
logistics aspect of your business?
This is a knowledge-based industry. Our
packers need to know the various fish
types and the kind of diseases that they
can contract. Thus, my workforce must
consist of skilled workers. But this is
such a niche industry that most of the
time, they need to go through on-the-job
training to learn about the quarantine
system and how to pack live fish before
they can start to work. Tertiary institutions
do not teach their students how to pack
live fish for shipment purposes. All the
training and learning aspects have to
come from us.

5) How important or relevant is
automation when it comes to the
supply chain and logistics aspect
of your business?
We are very receptive towards technology
adoption. Our aim is to eventually run a
fish farm managed by only a handful
of workers, or even no workers at all.
Perhaps it is difficult or almost impossible,
especially when it comes to packing the
fish. But with new technologies being
produced, I believe that soon, newer
and more efficient systems will emerge
to make the processes more automated.
I believe that this sector will eventually
be a light industry, as opposed to the
current labour-intensive industry. It has
the huge potential to have the minimum
number of workers getting the maximum
rate of output.

“

Of course, the technology that is able
to make this happen is still yet to be
discovered. For example, we have yet to
find a technology that is able to accurately
count the number of fish in a tank. The
first issue is that we cannot force fish to
swim in a certain direction. Some fish
actually swim against the current, which
will result in double counting. That is why
automating this is challenging. But we
are hopeful that this can be automated
in the future, and we are working with an
American company to hopefully develop
this piece of technology.

6) Do you have any issues when it
comes to attracting talent to your
company?
Let’s take a step back and examine
the true meaning of ‘talent’. I believe
that ‘talent’ has to be defined by the
company itself. It should not be defined
by the society. For example, a talented
person with a PhD may be the ideal
candidate for a government sector, but
not for your company if he does not have
a good working attitude or share the
same intrinsic values as the company. My
company treasures unity and teamwork.
I do not care if someone does not have
high academic achievements. For me,
my talent has to care about fish, knows
the importance of team spirit and is able
to contribute in his or her own way. So
I believe that talent has to be defined
by the company’s needs, and it is very
important that a company has strong
corporate values. These corporate values
are the roots of a tree that you want to
grow.

In Qian Hu, we believe strongly in a
politics-free environment. We incorporate
an inclusive corporate environment where
we treat everyone like family members,
regardless of their race, language and
gender. I strongly believe in this value,
and as long as you embrace this value
as well, I will consider you as part of Qian
Hu family. I believe this is why we have a
low turnover rate, which is always lower
than the industry average.
Qian Hu has our own management
training programmes. For us, our
succession plan is ‘a team replaced by
a team’. Basically, I am not grooming my
successor, but a successor team. I am
unique, so it does not make sense for me
to look for someone to fill my shoes. I am
grooming a team to carry the company
forward after I have left.

7) What do you do for leisure
and fun?
I have simple life pleasures. I like to swim,
sing and drink with my family and friends.
I lead a low-maintenance lifestyle. I do not
golf, and I would rather eat at a hawker
centre and drink with my workers, than
attend a high-end gala dinner. I also love
to travel. Even though most of my travel
trips are work-related, I am still able to
find ways to enjoy it. I sympathise with
those who hate travelling but have to
travel often due to work. People need to
put in more effort into finding pleasures
in what they are doing, instead of just
suffering and complaining through life.

Our very first shipment to
Taiwan resulted in zero per
cent survival rate because
we were not aware of
the proper procedure of
preparing the live fish for
shipping.

”
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Innovation in Operational Efficiency & Productivity
Innovation is applied in the operational aspects of the business to improve overall
productivity through the use of technology. In line with the Singapore government’s
calling to companies to reduce reliance on manpower, Qian Hu has implemented
initiatives within the organisation to achieve higher productivity and efficiency.
For instance, an Automatic Aquatic System (AAS), aimed at reducing manpower on
changing water for the water tanks, was implemented during FY2012. In the past,
it took five operators using a total of 11 man-hours to change the water on a daily
basis. With the introduction of AAS in January 2012, productivity has increased by
80 per cent on a per-operator basis, as one employee can now manage 259 tanks
compared to 144 tanks in the past. In addition, Qian Hu can bring in more fishes and
in greater varieties to better meet customers’ order. Employees can also devote more
attention to taking care of fishes that are under quarantine.
Since PDAs were introduced to improve the Stock Inventory System, the stock-taking
and analysis process was reduced to a mere three hours. This translated to a 90 per
cent reduction in time spent and an increase in productivity and efficiency by 90 per
cent.
Besides quicker detection of stock discrepancy, the PDA-assisted Stock Inventory
System also improved the stock information’s accuracy, enabling sales persons to
prove better decisions and feedback to the customers.

General Packing of Ornamental Fish
During the packing process, the ground staff shall check the following:
• The quantity in stock is sufficient to fulfil the customer requirements
• The sizes of the fishes are correct
• The fishes are in a stable condition
This process had been largely computerised using mobile terminal where packing staff can do the final checking off.
This has also increased the ground staff’s job value in the past three years.

The water in the bags of fishes is changed twice in general. Special packing bags are used. Water from the water storage tanks
is then added to the new bags. The fishes are then transferred to the new bag and oxygen is pumped in accordingly. The bags
are tied and placed into the carton box. The carton boxes are sealed and marked with the destination of the airport and left in the
packing room pending arrival of the freight forwarder. The packing is done in a temperature controlled room of 24ºC. Heat packs
or ice bags are used in the packing boxes depending on the fish type. During the collection of the carton boxes by the freight
forwarder, the supervisor shall hand over the relevant document as requested by the customers to the representative of the freight
forwarder. The supervisor shall be responsible to identify the cartons belonging to the different customers. Once handed over to
the freight forwarder, the freight forwarder shall be responsible to ensure that the fish are transported safely and in good condition
to the correct flight departure.
The final export packing of fish had been computerised in the use of touch screen, reducing papers, faster packing and invoice
processing and more importantly had led to zero error. The packing staff’s job value had increased and rewarded accordingly in
wage adjustment three years ago.
In June 2013, the improved processing of export documents with freight forwarders was implemented through the participation
of “e-freight@Singapore”, a sector-wide initiative led by the Infocomm Development Authority (IDA) and Civil Aviation Authority
of Singapore (CAAS) to promote the electronic exchange of shipment information to streamline the air cargo export processes.
The adoption of the “e-freight@Singapore” solution led to savings of over 500 manhours a year in reducing the need to prepare
physical export documents for the freight forwarders.
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AEB – IT Solutions for
Supply Chain and Global
Trade Management
ASSIST4 is the comprehensive solution suite for all the logistical processes in global
trade. IT offers a complete set of business services for end-to-end logistics.

SCM visibility
on a single
integrated
platform

Order our free AEB
whitepaper, now –
www.aeb.com.sg/freight

Fully scalable – from WMS||XPRESS (SingTel partnership) to ASSIST4 Warehouse Management

Of course, that’s not all. What else? Find out on
www.aeb.com.sg – and read our newsletter!

Software, consultancy and ser vices for global trade and supply chain management
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Joachim Rosenberg
Executive Vice President, Group Trucks
Sales & Marketing, UD Trucks

Trucking Towards Sustainability

H

ow often do we equate trucks with ecological conservation? In addition to providing sustainable trucking solutions, Volvo
Group has taken the lead to reduce climate impact by being the first heavy duty vehicle manufacturer to develop seven
different demonstration trucks that can all be driven without any emissions of carbon dioxide.

On 26th August, UD Trucks, a subsidiary of of Volvo Group, launched Quester, an all-new heavy duty truck range that is designed
to be both cost-and fuel-efficient to ensure limited environmental impacts. Mr Joachim Rosenberg, UD Trucks’ Executive Vice
President, Group Trucks Sales & Marketing, shares with Supply Chain Asia UD Trucks’ strategy in Asia-Pacific, and what the
upcoming ASEAN Economic Community (AEC) 2015 means for the trucking industry.

1. Can you share with our readers your role in the Volvo Group?
I currently have various portfolios under my belt. As UD Trucks’ Executive Vice President, Group Trucks Sales & Marketing, I manage
all of Volvo Group truck brands across the Asia-Pacific, including establishing a solid global brand, executing product strategies
for UD Trucks, and overseeing our truck joint ventures in China and India.

2. The Volvo Group is a strong investor in the automotive sector in Thailand. Would you be able to share
your company’s operations and the investments made so far?
We have invested in a number of different projects since we entered the market 22 years ago. Recently, we invested THB 2bn
(US$64m) in our plant in Bangkok to set up a completely-build-up truck operation for UD Trucks, in addition to our current CKD
assembly for Volvo Trucks. Now, we are ramping up production of the new Quester in Bangkok, with an installed technical production
capacity of 20,000 units per year, to serve as a production hub for Southeast Asia and beyond.
At the same time, we are expanding the dealer network for Volvo and UD Trucks. Our objective is to ensure that each customer
gets a differentiated, high-quality, and consistent experience at every touch point (i.e. every time he/she interacts with us). We term
this strategy as ‘retail excellence’, and we hope to achieve this by building more bases in Thailand. We have recently renovated
five dealerships, and opened an additional ten wholly-owned sites in Bangkok and across the country.
At the same time, we are continuously developing our skills to provide a lifetime service to our customers and vehicles. Our recent
investments in the Thai network amounts to THB 3bn. We are definitely growing our base in Thailand, including increasing the
number of employees we have. Today, we have around 1,000 employees, and we are looking to drastically increase this figure
going forward, particularly within the manufacturing, sales and marketing sectors.
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3. What’s so unique about the
Quester?
Quester is robust, modern, strong, and
is prepared for a wide range of functions,
including long-haulage, distribution,
construction and mining. It is sourced,
manufactured and priced for customers
in growth markets, such as Thailand and
beyond. At the same time, Quester also
offers the highest level of fuel efficiency
with top-notch aftermarket services.
The combination of all these elements
makes Quester unique. We say it is the
best of three worlds: Volvo Group’s global
technology, Japanese craftsmanship,
and specialised local market presence.
In fact, Quester is a first by UD Trucks
– or a first for any Japanese truck
maker – that specifically develops a true
heavy-duty truck range for emerging
markets. We have always had great
hopes that Quester will be the ultimate
game changer, but receiving such an
overwhelming positive response from our
customers and business partners was
beyond our expectations. With the first
order intake also more than projected,
this is another sign of confidence from
them. We are very excited about this,
and we will ensure that our customers get
the very best experience with this all-new
heavy-duty range.

4. What are the major challenges
facing the road freight industry
today? How is Asia different from
the road freight in Europe and
the US?
The primary difference between AsiaPacific and Europe/US is that there is
a greater diversity of logistical efficiency
and infrastructure across Asia-Pacific.
Most countries in Europe, for example,
have well-built road networks, and
logistics costs are approximately seven
to eight per cent of GDP in total. For
Asia-Pacific, this number is almost twice
as high. There is simply so much more
to be done on so many fronts.
When it comes to challenges across AsiaPacific (or should I say ‘opportunities’), I
think the main issue is maintaining a
sustainable environment. The whole
supply chain industry needs to collaborate
and work towards a swift emissions

upgrade. At the same time, we need
to improve the existing infrastructure to
allow for heavier trucks, similar to the
West’s developed infrastructure. We
should also leverage on the available
new and innovative technologies e.g.
telematics. This can, in the short-term,
allow for on-board diagnostics and, in
the mid-term, for platooning (trucks in
fuel-efficient convoy), and predictive
maintenance.

5. How do you think the upcoming
AEC 2015 will affect the road
freight industry in Asia?
I think the upcoming AEC 2015 will
bring a lot of positives to the industry.
For example, we can expect greater
development in the three regional
economic corridors: the East-West
E c o n o m i c C o r r i d o r, c o n n e c t i n g
Myanmar and Vietnam via Thailand
and Laos; the North-South Economic
Corridor, connecting southern China,
Laos, Myanmar, and Thailand; and the
Southern Economic Corridor, running
from Vietnam via Cambodia and Thailand
to Singapore.
It is clear that Thailand will play an
important role in connecting these
corridors. The development will result in
more effective distribution and, in turn,
support economic growth. We want
to contribute to this development and
be a part of it. Not only because this
development will lead to an increasing
demand for long-haul business, but also
allows for more sustainable transports.
Sustainability is a key word in the Volvo
Group’s vision.

6. In your view, is there a lack of
investment in innovation for the
road freight industry in Asia?
With the development of Asia, especially
the emerging markets in recent years,
the truck industry has generated a wave
of innovations, such as a cost effective
cross-border freight movement. There
are investments in innovative solutions,
but generally, we need an increase in
international collaborations on trade,
policies and regulations to implement a
stable and long-term development. There
are, of course, a number of bottlenecks

and congestion areas that can lead to
a higher logistics cost (in monetary and
environmental terms) than we can afford.

7. Is there anything that makes
you hopeful or concerned on the
development and opportunities
for the Logistics and Supply
Chain in Asia?
With a larger demand for capital and
consumer goods, the overall economic
growth and fast development gives
hope of increased wealth and better life
in Asian countries. Of course, there are
problems, similar to the West. There is
no doubt that we have big challenges
in the Asian logistics industry, such as
environmental issues and traffic safety.
However, I believe we have seen an
overall improvement in infrastructure
across Asia, and this provides a good
opportunity to continue to boost logistics
efficiency across many markets in the
region. Considering that 60 per cent
of the global population lives within the
Asia-Pacific, we have to respect that
improvements can take longer than ideal.
For Volvo Group, as a world-leading
transport solution provider, a keyword to
us as I mentioned before is sustainability
– economic, social and environmental
sustainability. We will continue to be
innovative by developing high quality
environmental and safe transport
solutions. We also embrace mutually
beneficial collaborations, and are involved
in many projects across the world.
For example, the Volvo Group is a key
partner behind a new centre for research
into traffic safety in China. The research
projects aim to improve road safety in
Sweden and China.

8. What do you do for leisure and
fun?
I am quite a simple man. With the little
leisure time I have, I spend it with my
family and friends, as well as exercising.
My highlights involve travelling with my
family to various Asia-Pacific locations.

“

Considering that 60 per cent of the global
population lives within the Asia-Pacific, we
have to respect that improvements can take
longer than ideal.
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Unintentional Success: One Man’s
Journey up the Ranks

M

r Khoo Seng Thiam did not have a concrete career plan, but he was sure about one thing. His first visit to the Changi
International Airport in 1983 when he was 12 years old ignited his passion for aircraft. It created such an impactful and
everlasting effect on the then Primary Six Malaccan boy that he knew he wanted to work in an aircraft-related industry.

Once he was done with school, he saw a job advertisement by Changi International Airport Services on the lookout for Air Cargo
Officers. Fate intervened, and he received his very first job, in nowhere else but the supply chain and logistics industry.
“Perhaps it is destiny, but I stumbled into this industry by chance, and I have not left since. My role is more than a job for me. It
is my passion to drive the supply chain and logistics industry forward and raise its profile,” said Mr Khoo earnestly, the Managing
Director of FedEx Express.
Appointed his latest role in 2012, Mr Khoo has been with FedEx Express for more than 20 years. But his rise up the ranks did not
come quick. For anyone starting at the bottom of the corporate ladder, getting all the way to the top requires extreme amount of
hard work, passion and dedication.

Humble Beginnings
Mr Khoo’s first job as Air Cargo Officer ended within a year, and he took up the position of ramp agent at FedEx Express shortly
after. The responsibility of a ramp agent is to load and unload passenger luggage and cargo to and from the aircraft. But Mr Khoo
saw himself as more than just a baggage handler. He understood the importance of his role and how it could ultimately impact
the delivery performance of the company.

“I know that if I did not carry out my job properly and accurately, there would be a delay in the flight departure.
Couriers would have a hard time carrying out their job,
and customers would not receive their packages
on time. It would be a disastrous domino effect,”
said Mr Khoo.
Life was not easy working in Singapore either as he “did
not speak a word of English”. But his colleagues helped
him out tremendously, and his hard work attracted the
attention of his manager.
Within two years of joining FedEx Express, he was
promoted to a managerial position in Malaysia operations
in 1994. In 1998, he became senior manager for
Singapore and Malaysia Operations at the airport, a
position he held for five years before making a move
internationally. Since then, Mr Khoo has held every
management position in operations, as well as
management positions in planning and engineering.
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Internal Promotion or External
Hire?
Mr Khoo’s meteoric rise is inspirational,
but not necessarily rare. After all,
in Singapore, 70 per cent of FedEx
management team is promoted from
within. But does a lack of emphasis
in bringing in new blood translate to a
lack in the provision of new ideas, fresh
perspectives and innovation?

“Not at all,” said Mr Khoo. “FedEx
Express has a very active innovation
and development culture. In fact,
we are the game changers in the
industry when it comes to providing
new innovative solutions, such as
SenseAware, a multi-sensor device
that collects and transmits data from
inside packages, pallets, trailers
and warehouses using wireless
communication.”
In essence, the key to a successful
business is “nurturing the talent in the
organisation”. By promoting from within,
the company will also have the power to
build a sense of belonging and loyalty in
the organisation. With today’s workers
seeing job-hopping as a norm, perhaps
more companies should look into internal
hiring and promoting a sense of loyalty.
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Recipe for Success
With a long list of success under his
belt, does the three-time winner of
the prestigious FedEx Five Star award
have any tips for young supply chain
professionals looking to climb the
corporate rungs?

“All I can say is that I believe success
comes mainly from hard work and a
little bit of luck, which is really being
at the right place at the right time”
explained Mr Khoo. “What I want
them to take away from this is to
concentrate on doing your job, and
doing it well and right. What happens
tomorrow will be the results of what
you have done today.”
It is also important for employees to
understand that good companies will
always be able to spot talent, and they
should not expect a promotion simply
because they have completed a course.
“In my case, I was thrown into every
single facet of operations. Even though
it is a lateral move, the knowledge and
experience it gives me is a great learning
opportunity. From there, I was able to
scale up.”

Throughout the entire interview with
Supply Chain Asia, Mr Khoo’s face lit up
with excitement when he talked about
his ever-growing love for the industry. It
is then that we figured out another critical
ingredient for success: passion.

SenseAware Powered by FedEx

About SenseAware

SenseAware is a first-of-its kind service by FedEx that provides near real-time access to a shipment’s vital statistics while in transit,
and the ability to share that information continually across supply chain partners. In addition, SenseAware redefines supply chain
management. Its tracking abilities are combined with automated alerts empower customers to improve their supply chain efficiency.
Using a multi-sensor device, SenseAware collects and transmits data from inside packages, pallets, trailers and warehouses using
wireless communications. The data is sent in near real-time to a powerful web-based application for monitoring and analysis, giving
customers the power to react to unexpected situations and improve supply chain efficiency. Near real-time means customers can
be almost synchronised to the actual location and environmental conditions of their shipments using SenseAware.

SenseAware can monitor:

• Current location – Know where shipments are in near real-time.
• Accurate temperature – Verify the temperature of sensitive shipping. The device supports a dry ice probe which measures
temperatures ranging from -80°C to 60°C.
• Exposure to light – Recognise if shipments have been opened or if their contents have been exposed to light.
• Relative humidity – Observe moisture levels inside shipments.
• Barometric pressure – Detect changes in the levels of atmospheric pressure to which sensitive products are exposed.

In addition, the SenseAware platform has been enhanced since last November with:

• Route Geo-fences – Customers can create a geo-fence along the actual route a shipment should follow and set up alerts to
notify the customer if the shipment deviates from this pre-established route. This feature is available on ground shipments.
• Nonevent Geo-fence Triggers – Triggers can be set up to alert or notify customers when geo-fence events do not occur as
expected by a specified time. This helps customers determine if a package has gotten off pace or off track.
• Environmental Data Specification – When setting up a journey or creating a template, customers can now choose which
environmental data, such as temperature, humidity or barometric pressure, is collected. This ensures that the device only
collects data for specific environments requested, thus streamlining the amount of information the customer receives.
With this SenseAware smart tracking system, customers from the healthcare, life sciences, aerospace, auction houses, the arts,
jewelry and financial industries can have more actionable intelligence at their fingertips.
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The Starting Point of Saving Lives

D

escribing the supply chain industry can be akin to describing a superhero vigilante. Afterall, the sector plays a part in saving
lives, works efficiently out of the spotlight, and is practically unrecognisable to people of the public.

This analogy is even more accurate when taken into the context of the pharmaceutical supply chain. The industry is constantly
transforming itself to meet the global challenges while ensuring that pharmaceutical products are delivered with minimum damage
at maximum speed. One minor mistake, whether in poor quality control or delayed shipment, could easily lead to fatalities.
In this interview, Supply Chain Asia is pleased to meet Ms Lim Bee Koong, Director of Healthcare Logistics for Asia-Pacific region
from United Parcel Service (UPS), as we garnered a comprehensive insight of this unique industry, as well as her views on managing
the challenges present in the region.

1) Can you share with our readers
your role in UPS?
I am the Director for healthcare strategy
for UPS Asia-Pacific region, based in
Singapore. I am responsible for the
region’s healthcare strategy, and I work
with healthcare customers in developing
solutions for their fast-evolving needs.
This includes being acutely aware of our
clients’ requirements, and ensuring that
the processes of the supply chain sector
will accurately deliver what is important
to the end user, whether the patient is
at home or in a hospital. Our main goal
is to help patients to recover and assist
healthcare companies to provide the
medical support in a timely manner.

2) How important is the
healthcare industry for UPS in
Asia, compared to other sectors?
The healthcare sector is a vertical of
extreme importance for UPS on a global
level. Over the last few years, we have
demonstrated a commitment to the
industry by expanding the platform of our
healthcare industry on an international
basis. Looking at the sheer number of
our facilities alone, we have a total of 42
facilities globally, with a majority of them
set up over the past two years. That
translates to 595,000 sqm of space, and
is a prime example of the organisation’s
commitment to the healthcare industry.
If you are looking at the market itself, Asia
is one of the fastest growing regions for
the pharmaceutical industry. UPS works
with numerous multinational healthcare
companies and is privileged with the
knowledge that emerging markets in
Asia represent a key growth area for their

businesses. Naturally, we have to support
our clients by building our facilities and
the right infrastructure here.

still be traceable for the next ten or twenty
years. Lastly, we need to be kept abreast
of regulatory compliance.

To date, our global healthcare network
is made up of 42 dedicated healthcare
facilities. Last year, we opened our
new healthcare facilities in Hangzhou,
Shanghai and Sydney, significantly
expanding our Asia healthcare distribution
network. Along with our facility in
Singapore, our new healthcare facilities
have industry-leading technologies to
maintain product safety and integrity
and allow us to offer seamless, global
solutions to healthcare companies
looking to expand into, transport within,
and export from Asia.

4) Can you share the various
innovative technologies used
by UPS in its healthcare supply
chain?

3) How different is supply chain in
the healthcare industry compared
to other sectors (e.g. retail, IT,
etc.)?
If I could distill it down to one line, the
key difference is that in healthcare, there
is a patient that uses the product, and
that there is a life at stake. Looking at it
from that perspective, we can see that an
innocent mistake on our end can lead to
a fatality, or have a serious consequence
for the patient.
For the UPS healthcare team, it is
extremely important to ensure that our
supply chain has these three important
features. Firstly, the supply chain has
to be very precise in every single detail,
from delivery processes to the timing of
shipment. Next, there has to be visibility
and traceability within the supply chain.
For some products, such as an implant,
the traceability has to extend beyond the
time of the patient receiving it. It needs to

UPS’s network and services are backed
by innovative technology solutions that
give customers a competitive advantage.
Each year, we invest US$1bn on an
unmatched technology infrastructure to
ensure the smooth delivery of various
products and shipments.
On the healthcare front, within the
warehousing environment, we use one
single platform for the entire healthcare
system for UPS. This means that every
single movement of all products in the
warehouses are monitored and recorded
by technology. We have our very own
warehouse management system,
which is fully validated and compliant
to healthcare standards. This system is
further supported with the incorporation
of innovative technology elements, like
smart barcodes, to further ensure the
traceability of the product.
Another example of innovative technology
that we use is the PharmaPort TM 360
container. This technologically innovative
container was specially designed to keep
its chamber within two to eight degrees
Celsius. This is an important requirement
for temperature-sensitive products,
such as vaccines. In addition, it comes
equipped with GSM /GPS technology
to enable real time monitoring of the
product. It ensures that our control tower
knows where exactly it is, as well as its
Supply Chain Asia 45
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The key difference is that in healthcare, there is a patient that
uses the product, and that there is a life at stake.
precise internal and external temperature
conditions. The PharmaPortTM 360 was
created with feedback and input from
our clients.

5) What are the major challenges
faced in the healthcare supply
chain?
Let me cite some key findings based
on our latest Pain in the (Supply) Chain
survey. The top supply chain concerns
based in Asia are product security,
regulatory compliance, as well as product
spoilage and wastage.
Asia is not a homogenous market.
Delivering a product to its destination
may require going through multiple
borders, which is challenging because
the regulations for each country may be
different. Regulations are not harmonised
in Asia. Another point to take note is
that the infrastructure in Asia is not
standardised. Singapore, for example, is
very advanced in terms of infrastructure.
But if you need to deliver products to
Indochina or other ASEAN countries, the
infrastructure and technology available
may be different. This is why product
security is an issue. How do you build
a robust supply chain to deal with these
differences while maintaining safety and
speed?
Product spoilage and wastage is even
more critical for temperature-sensitive
products, such as vaccines, which need
to be kept within the range of two to eight
degrees Celsius. If it goes above or below
that range, the product is damaged.
When a product is damaged as a result
of temperature excursion, it can, at best,
be useless, in the sense that it is not
efficacious anymore. In the worst-case
scenario, these products can cause a
very adverse reaction for the recipient.
Economically, one pallet load of vaccines
can easily amount to a few million dollars.
Losing just one pallet can be a significant
financial loss for the manufacturer.
When it comes to compliance, it is
important to note that pharmaceutical
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products are becoming more
sophisticated today. Gover nment
officials are increasing their oversight
and standards because they want to
ensure that the healthcare products are
safe for their citizens. But again, it is not
harmonised throughout Asia-Pacific.
Manufacturers have to deal with all of
these differences to ensure that their
products can cross borders and be used
by patients in their targeted countries.

6) Do you foresee the upcoming
ASEAN Economic Community
(AEC) to be the solution to the
compliant issues?
We are definitely looking forward to AEC,
but I think there is still plenty that needs
to be done. What we are most looking
forward to is the mutual recognition for
product registration. We have yet to see
how that will play out. That would be one
key benefit for healthcare companies
that are looking to get access to the
market quickly. The other benefit we are
looking for is that we hope the transport
of products through the ASEAN region
will be much easier and better facilitated.

7) The Pain in the Chain survey
conducted by UPS ranks product
damage and spoilage as a much
higher concern in Asia than in
other regions. Why is that so?
In terms of product damage and spoilage,
it is about 67 per cent in Asia based on
this year’s survey. This is in contrast to
other regions, coming in at 38 per cent
in North America and 34 per cent in
Western Europe. We do believe that one
of the big factors behind that is Asia’s
non-homogenous market. Each time a
package has to cross border or change
hands, there is an increase in risk of a
hold-up.
Another reason is that Asia is
geographically very diverse. Infrastructure
is different from country to country, and
in some cases, even from city to city.
For example, in China, Guangzhou is

very advanced, but as you move further
inland, the landscape changes. Thus, it
is important to build a supply chain that
can protect your products. In a metro
environment, such as Singapore, there
is no issue. You can use advanced
technologies to help keep your products
safe, and infrastructure, such as roads,
is available to minimise damage to your
products. But in less advanced areas,
those amenities and technologies may
not be available. This is where UPS can
come in, as we are equipped with the
resources to help healthcare companies
to transport the products and equipment
through our complete supply chain
solutions and services.

8) Is there anything that makes
you hopeful or concerned for
the future of supply chain and
logistics in Asia?
In my opinion, concerns translate into
opportunities, so we are definitely
hopeful. As I have mentioned, Asia is
the fastest-growing region, especially for
the healthcare industry. When you look at
basic indicators in healthcare, such as
the amount of money spent per person
per year on healthcare, many countries
in Asia have a relatively high spending
rate. This is also supported by economic
growth, such as the growth of the middle
class, which will demand for better
healthcare. Additionally, the growing
ageing population and the increase of
chronic diseases in the region will also
fuel a demand for healthcare.
In spite of all the challenges that we see
today in supply chain, the outlook is
extremely positive for Asia.

9) What do you do for leisure
and fun?
I spend quite a bit of time in my garden.
I collect heliconia and hibiscus from all
over the world, so my garden now has a
few variety of hard-to-get heliconia. I find
true joy in landscaping my own garden.
What’s most important, although I am
usually busy, is to enjoy quality leisure
time when I do have some free time.

Extreme Logistics:
UPS Delivers Influenza Vaccine to Laos
In 2013, UPS partnered with bioCSL, based in Australia, Laos Ministry of Health, and
others to deliver nearly 100,000 doses of flu vaccine to Laos, where flu season was
fast approaching. The Laos Ministry of Health administered the flu vaccine to people
with high risk of flu-related complications, including pregnant women and people over
fifty. Laos is not only extremely remote, but the flu vaccines must be kept within a strict
temperature range throughout transport of 2°- 8° C.
In 2012, UPS completed a similar move of influenza vaccine to Laos, where, as part
of Laos’ first-ever seasonal flu vaccination campaign, 90 per cent of the vaccine was
administered by in-country teams to target populations over the course of just two
weeks. Over the past few years, Laos Ministry of Health had worked closely with US
Centres for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) and World Health Organisation to
develop capacity to manage a seasonal influenza vaccination program.
The Laos 2013 move represents a true healthcare logistics feat. This move was
possible due to UPS Temperature True® air freight service, which uses UPS network
of global control towers and provides around-the-clock temperature monitoring,
allowing for intervention in the event of a temperature excursion. The temperaturesensitive vaccines were transported utilising eight innovative PharmaPort 360 air freight
containers specially designed to protect temperature-sensitive healthcare products.
Doses of flu vaccine travelled in two separate shipments over 4,700 miles, all the while
maintaining a constant temperature range and within three days.
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Supply Chain Operations Traineeship
Programme (SCOTP)
A Programme by Supply Chain Asia Academy, the training arm of Supply Chain Asia
Supported by Singapore Workforce Development Agency (WDA)
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Employer
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*Terms & conditions apply.

For more information or enquiries, please visit us at our website www.supplychainasia.org or
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A Distribution Centre Like No Other

ith the emergence of globalisation,
companies are seeing the importance
of setting up international production
bases, thus leading to a longer and more
complicated supply chain management. This,
combined with the increasing labour crunch
and land scarcity, means that companies
today need to explore new solutions that use
less space and provide higher productivity to
boost efficiency.
This was what prompted Texas Instruments
(TI), DHL Supply Chain, and Swisslog to
initiate Asia’s first distribution centre featuring
the AutoStore® automated storage and
order picking system – a technological
leap in warehouse management and a
new benchmark for the logistics industry.
The innovation was unveiled in 2013 at the
US$10m (S$12.8m) upgrade of TI’s Product
Distribution Centre (PDC), located in DHL
Supply Chain’s hub within the Free Trade
Zone in Changi, Singapore. The upgrade is
an enhancement of the US$19.5m (S$25m)
facility wholly owned by DHL Supply Chain.
For over 10 years, TI, a global semi-conductor
design and manufacturing company, has
made Singapore its major distribution base
for Asia-Pacific. With significant volume
growth over the past few years, TI was swiftly

outgrowing its PDC in Changi, and needed
an effective solution to meet its exponential
growth.

the industry,” said Mr Oscar de Bok, Chief
Executive Officer, DHL Supply Chain – South
and Southeast Asia.

“We were always on the lookout for an
automated inventory management system
that would meet our unique and specific
requirements – and this applies for the
semiconductor industry at large as well.
But many solutions exist for larger and less
sensitive products, and are not tailored to the
high-tech industry’s needs,” said Mr Larry Tan,
President of TI Asia.

The AutoStore® installation allows up to four
times the amount of products to be stored
within the same footprint, making more
inventory readily available to customers in
the region.

DHL Supply Chain, TI’s logistics partner,
evaluated the logistics requirements and
understood the company’s demand for
systems and technology that are operationally
excellent and productive. This was why DHL
Supply Chain recommended Swisslog to
implement AutoStore® inventory management
system – a solution that allows optimal use of
existing space and increased productivity
through automation.
“When it comes to expansion, the common
thread is to go bigger, but people forget that
bigger is not always the only option these
days especially with technological solutions.
Automation also helps us to keep up with
the increasing demands and challenges of

“This is what makes AutoStore® stand
out among other inventory management
solutions. Basically, the system eliminates the
need for aisles between shelves in a typical
warehouse for the movement of people and
products, thus more can be stored within the
same space,” said Mr Koh Seng Teck, Head
of Southeast Asia, Swisslog.

“

When it comes to expansion,
the common thread is to go
bigger, but people forget that
bigger is not always the only
option these days especially
with technological solutions.

”
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Traditional Warehouse
20 bins

1 bin: 40cm x 60cm x 33cm (inside)

AutoStore
48 bins

Additional space in AutoStore

This groundbreaking system is expected to
boost the overall productivity at the PDC by
40 per cent. Weighing these against the space
and operating costs in Singapore, both of
which come at a premium, the upgrade also
actually translates to higher returns and lower
costs in the long run. It is also makes the
company more competitive and more nimble
to market demands.
In addition, the AutoStore® Control System
(ACS), the nerve centre of the operation by
controlling the entire inventory flow in and
out of the AutoStore® grid, automatically
tracks all inventories that come in and out
of the store, thus eliminating any chance of
human error.
“This state-of-the-art warehousing
solution also helps us to achieve growth
and competitiveness through operational
excellence and productivity gains. As such,
we will continue to develop and invest in
automation systems that are agile to enable
us to further enhance the value of our
investment,” added Mr Tan.
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Taking only 15 months to be implemented
without affecting any existing operations
at PDC, AutoStore® provides favourable
opportunities for the industry to move towards
automation here, especially since cost
drivers in terms of labour and land will push
companies towards business optimisation.
Cited as the ‘Warehouse of the Future’, it
sounds like the AutoStore® has paved the
path for automation to dominate distribution
centres of tomorrow.
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3PLs are the Secret Weapons in the
e-Fulfilment Arms Race

Contributed by Lonny E. Warner, Vice President of Operations, Technology and Electronics Services, Menlo Worldwide Logistics

I

n his 1997 book The Innovator’s Dilemma, Harvard Business Professor Clayton Christensen introduced the term “Disruptive Innovation,” which
describes how certain novel products or technologies can enter a market sector, defy market norms, and ultimately unseat well-established
market leaders.

Today, third-party logistics providers (3PLs) are participating in the disruptive innovation of a whole category: the one-stop shop. In the ‘90s
and early 2000s, one popular big-box retailer took a strong hold of this market sector by using cutting-edge logistics to gain an advantage
in selection and pricing; however, the only place they didn’t apply their logistical prowess was their online division. With a bricks-and-mortar
presence in virtually every US zip code, it did not seem necessary. And in the early days of online shopping, consumers were wary of using
credit card numbers online, web stores were skeletal, and shipping took forever.
But now, secure sites are the norm, product lines are endless, and delivery times are faster than ever. As a result, online-only retailers are now
vying to become the ultimate one-stop shops — and the bricks-and-mortar mainstays have taken notice. As this particular retailer and others
struggle to catch up, the veterans of the e-fulfilment space are focused on leading in a few areas they know to be crucial: speed of product to
market, on-time delivery to the customer, reliability, and scalability. Their secret weapon: the 3PL.

“

e-fulfilment retailers who choose to partner with a 3PL can launch a product
months ahead of the competition, gaining access to valuable untapped
pools of potential consumers.
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Speed to Market

Speed to the Customer

When an e-fulfilment retailer needs to launch
a new product intended for a fleeting trend or
a season, delays translate to lost opportunity
and lower profit margins. Relying solely on
in-house resources, it can take an e-fulfilment
retailer nine, ten, or even twelve months
to procure space, implement systems and
technology, staff a new warehouse, receive
product, and begin servicing a new product
line.

Today, e-fulfilment storefronts compete heavily
with their bricks-and-mortar counterparts
for the sale of ordinary, everyday goods. For
example, while a consumer has the option of
driving to their local store to pick up, say, dog
food or a rake, they may have little interest
in making the drive or battling the weekend
crowds at their nearest shopping centre. So
if an e-fulfilment company can promise that
shopper a package on their doorstep within
48 hours, they might be willing to say, “Okay,
that’s not too big of a deal — I can wait a
couple of days.” However, if the delivery time
is two weeks, they will probably get in the car.

A 3PL, on the other hand, can help an
e-fulfilment retailer fully stand up an operation
or logistics center and begin shipping product
in a fraction of that time — often in as few as
60 days. Because 3PLs bring on-demand
access to sophisticated logistical systems
and technology, scalable warehouse space,
and the guidance of the leading experts in
worldwide logistics, e-fulfilment retailers who
choose to partner with a 3PL can launch a
product months ahead of the competition,
gaining access to valuable untapped pools
of potential consumers.

Unless the product cannot be found
elsewhere, that one- to two-day delivery
window tips the scale like no other factor.
For an e-fulfilment retailer, it makes sense to
partner with a 3PL, gaining access to their
operational resources and the physical assets
necessary to promise a two-day turnaround.

Scalability, Agility, and Leadership —
the Keys to Long-term Success
Since reliable delivery times are at the core of
an e-fulfilment company’s value proposition,
a lot rides on the ability of any 3PL entering
this space to deliver both with scale and
dependability, and without eroding service
or quality.
So before entering this space, it is crucial for a
3PL to have the management and operational
depth to ensure a flawless implementation
and ongoing operations solution. To achieve
this, they need to bring the right technology,
assets, and people. The 3PL’s capability
to scale material handling equipment, IT
infrastructure, warehouse space, and other
operational assets is critical to the enablement
of a successful operation. Coupled with
temporary labour provider relationships, the
3PL can bring a fully staffed and operational
DC quickly into the fold.
Most importantly, 3PLs in this space need to
bring a strong consultative influence, including
the introduction of proven infrastructures,
operational resources, and Lean principles.
It’s not warehouses or trucks, but rather
the ability to replicate processes across
an entire network — and quickly — that
singularly qualify 3PLs to smoothly scale
these operations up or down. And when
they do it well, they cement their place
alongside the e-fulfilment customer, pivoting
to outpace each new shift in the everchanging marketplace.

About the Writer

Lonny E. Warner, is Vice President of Operations, Technology and Electronics Logistics Services,
at Menlo Worldwide Logistics. Warner has been with Menlo Worldwide Logistics and its parent
company Con-way Inc. for more than 20 years in both operations and sales capacities. In his
current position, Warner is responsible for the continuing growth and management of Menlo as
a leader in managing hi-tech company supply chains. He previously served as vice president of
sales and marketing responsible for all aspects of the company’s sales and marketing activities.
He had served as director of global business development since 1997.
This article was originally published in Logistics Viewpoints, a blog focused on emerging logistics
trends, technologies, and services (www.logisticsviewpoints.com).
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www.efacec.com

Iberian
Central Europe

Throughout its history, Efacec has anticipated changes in a highly
competitive world and positioned the Efacec name as one of the
strongest brands in the electrotechnical and electromechanical areas.

Present with the most modern technology in over 65 countries, Efacec is a
leader in many technology areas. Efacec's competitive advantage is based
on high levels of technological expertise.

Southern Africa
India
Market Units

Today, the power of the Efacec brand in international and Portuguese
markets is even stronger. The Efacec name represents a distinctive factor
of increased competitiveness.

Maghreb

USA
Latin America

Efacec is a leading supplier of automated Materials Handling and Storage
Systems. We build integrated solutions for intra-logistics applications,
such as Automatic Storage and Retrieval Systems, Automated Distribution
Centers, Order Fulfillment Systems and Baggage Handling Systems.
Products and Solutions for Intralogistics
• Automatic Storage Systems
• Conveying Systems
• Automatic Guided Vehicles
• Distribution Centers
• Baggage Handling Systems
• Software Solutions

Business Units

technology that moves the world
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Container Weighing – Control & Enforcement
Contributed by Peregrine Storrs-Fox, Risk Management Director, TT Club

O

ne aspect of the container weighing debate has concerned the way in which the port and terminal industry will participate. IAPH supported
the proposed amendment to SOLAS, while terminals have sometimes seemed less enthusiastic. As the law comes into focus, what are
the possible impacts for container terminals?

The new SOLAS regulation continues to place responsibility for gross mass on shippers. The revised legislation prescribes two methods by
which shippers may obtain the verified gross mass of a packed container:
“Weighing the packed container using
calibrated and certified equipment; or
weighing all packages and cargo items,
including the mass of pallets, dunnage and
other securing material to be packed in the
container and adding the tare mass of the
container to the sum of the single masses,
using a certified method approved by the
competent authority of the state in which
packing was completed.”
However the verified gross mass is obtained,
it needs to be communicated to the line and
terminal, through the shipping document,
‘sufficiently in advance to be used in the
preparation of the ship’s stowage plan’. If the
verified gross mass is not available it cannot
be loaded onto the ship.
Of course, if a container is delivered to a port/
terminal without the required information, the
shipper or forwarder can ask the terminal
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to obtain the verified gross mass by
weighing the container. The responsibility
of container shippers and packers is nothing
new, but the change will give terminals the
opportunity to provide a weighing service
where there is no verification available before
the unit arrives at the port.
Ports and terminals have rightly been exercised
as to how the new legislation will affect their
logistics flows. The questions include how
best to verify container weights, how to handle
the commercial and administrative aspects,
and what action to take if a container is
found to be misdeclared or overweight. Since
implementation of the new regulation is
likely to be in July 2016 (in accordance
with the provisions of SOLAS itself) there
is time to prepare.
Meanwhile there are several alternatives
available to weigh containers in terminals…

Weighbridges at or near the
terminal entry gate
Weighbridges ascertain the total weight of
the truck with the container when entering
the terminal. The truck then has to pass the
weighbridge again when exiting empty so that
its tare weight can be deducted. This may
be impractical where the truck carries two
20’ containers, since it would need to pass
several times in order to determine the weight
of each container. Similarly, the traditional
weighbridge may be disruptive if the truck is
picking up another container on the way out
of the terminal.
Fixed weighbridges may not be logistically
well placed for containers arriving by rail or
inland waterway. They are, however, the most
accurate means of weighing containers.

General weighing systems on
handling equipment
Most cranes and container-handling
equipment have weighing systems either for
safety or stability purposes. These systems
are mostly fitted to the rope anchors or into
the shafts of the rope sheaves on the trolley.
They are not very accurate and they have to
take into account the changing rope weight
depending on the lift height of the spreaders.
Where RTGs are equipped with anti-sway
systems, then weighing from the trolley
becomes even more difficult. The biggest
problem with such systems is that they cannot
weigh each container individually when twinlift spreaders are used.
For the most part, these systems are
orientated towards ‘safe working load’ issues.
As a result, accuracy is a lesser priority and
integration in the terminal operating system
or ship planning software not generally
considered at all.

Twistlock load sensing
During the progression of the debate about
container weighing, two twistlock-based
technologies have emerged on the market,
the first using traditional load cells installed
under the twistlock mounting and the second
bonding a fibre-optic line into centre of the
twistlock. Both have been implemented and
integrated in operational settings.
While each operator would need to evaluate
such technology, it seems that the fibreoptic option, developed by LASSTEC, is
well-placed and major spreader makers,
such as Bromma, RAM and STINIS, now will
install this system during factory production.
LASSTEC has this week been purchased by
the Conductix-Wampfler Group, providing
the industrial muscle to capitalise on the
changing regulation. The fibre-optic sensor
measures the elongation of the twistlock
shaft, which then allows the load on the
twistlock to be calculated to +/-200kg per
container through the whole measuring range.
This particular technology uses standard
twistlocks, requiring no modifications to the
spreaders and provides a measuring range far
exceeding the twistlock rupture limits.

Enforcement – where, when
and so what?
A port exists for the smooth flow through of
freight. Therefore, for it to participate in the

weighing solution, operations must not be
overly disrupted. As such, a logical place
to install a weighing system could well be
the container yard. In order to comply with
the IMO regulations this needs to provide
accuracy and timeliness; there must remain
some questions about the latter. However,
practically every container will pass
through the yard, whether it arrives by
road, by rail or inland waterway – and can
be weighed during the lifting process.
Since the ‘terminal representative’ is
now to be written into the law, it seems
inevitable that the port/terminal will
become the ‘policemen’ to ensure that
the ‘verified’ gross mass is both available
and reasonably accurate prior to loading.
At this stage, twistlock load sensing seems
the strongest enabler to the port process.
Moreover, this technology has multiple safety
benefits, including ‘snag load’ detection and
identification of eccentric cargo packing.
Additionally, experience suggests that the
technology could deliver further benefits
for terminals, such as equipment lifecycle
monitoring and consequent safe prolonged
component usage. Time will tell.

Peregrine Storrs-Fox, Risk Management
Director, TT Club

“

Weighing the packed container using calibrated and certified
equipment; or weighing all packages and cargo items, including the
mass of pallets, dunnage and other securing material to be packed
in the container and adding the tare mass of the container to the
sum of the single masses, using a certified method approved by the
competent authority of the state in which packing was completed.
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Optimisation – A Farewell to
Spreadsheet Planning Part II
Contributed by Niklas Andersson, Optimity

A

fter investing hundreds of thousands of dollars in an Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system, you may still find yourself relying on
spreadsheets for the all-important planning and steering of your business. No matter how much you enjoy working in Excel spreadsheets,
or how skilled your planners are, this sort of manual planning, means there are always unrealised potentials in your profit and productivity.
This may over time cause you to slowly slip behind your competition, inch by inch.
This article is the second part of our look at what goes on at the forefront of planning, and how mathematical optimisation is helping some of the
most successful companies to improve all aspects of their planning, making them stronger, more efficient and most importantly, more competitive.

In our last issue we left off after concluding
that up until now there has not really existed
any “intelligent” planning support. The older
generations of planning support, which are
based on simple rules, or “heuristics”, simply
has not been able to tell us which are the best
possible plans for production, purchasing,
distribution and inventory, with respect to
current cost and constraints. In addition, more
often than not the generated plans were not
very realistic, meaning that in the end you
ended up having to manually change the
generated plans anyway. In the end, most
companies have concluded that it is better
to do the planning in spreadsheets.

At this point you may think, “My business is
quite straight forward, I have no need for any
complex optimisation systems”. That may be
the conclusion many people make, but often
they change their mind when they realise how
difficult it is to find the best possible plans
manually, even to a scenario which seems
extremely simple at the first glance.

That has all changed through the latest strides
in hardware and software development,
making systems using mathematical
optimisation available. In addition to being
able to handle the same type of constraints
as the older generation planning tools,
optimisation has the unique benefit of being
able to identify the plans that minimises your
total cost.

Bread
Contribution Margin: 15 $
Sales Forecast:
45 PCE

Consider the following very basic example,
courtesy of Optimity, a company specialising
in using mathematical optimisation as support
for all types of planning, and which recently
set up its principal regional office in Singapore.

Talk the Talk - Bake the Cake

Imagine Burt the Baker, on the night between
Wednesday and Thursday, standing in his
bakery trying to figure out what to bake in
order to make as much money as possible in
the coming day. To keep this example simple,
Burt has no capacity or other constraints to
consider, only the availability of ingredients.
To keep it even simpler, we only have two
products, and need not to worry about the
day after tomorrow. As you can see in the
picture below, we will make it even easier by
simplifying the recipes for these two products:

Cake
50kg
25PCE

Recipe			
Flour:
1kg
0.5 Kg
Sugar:
0.05 Litres
0.2 Litres

Available:
50 Kg
6 Litres
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Too simple? No need for complex optimisation
for such a simple case, right? So, how many
breads and cakes should Burt make in order
to maximise the total contribution? Well, he
certainly can’t make 45 breads and 25 cakes,
because he simply doesn’t have enough flour
and sugar.

The third competitor in town, Optibake, has recently started using an optimisation tool for
improved decision support. With the same conditions and limited availability of ingredients as
his competitors, Optibake’s planning tool transfers the planning challenge into a mathematical
expression:

Burt scratches his head, looks at his
spreadsheets, and since cakes has the
highest contribution margin for every sold
unit, he decides to make as many cakes as
possible, and use the remaining ingredients
for bread. This earns him a total contribution
of 800$. Burt makes similar decisions day
after day, year after year, and since at the
end of the day he makes a decent profit, he
doesn’t see any need to question what he’s
doing.

Qty Bread

Max. 15 XB

3

120
100

1 XB

+ 20 XC

+ 0.5 XC ≤ 50

0.05 XB + 0.2 XC ≤ 6

				 XC ≤ 25

2

				 XB ≤ 45

Maximise Total $ contribution 0
Available sugar 1
Available flour

2

Max sales of cakes 3
Max sales of bread 4

Optimised solution:

50

4

Optimisation Iteration

In this particular town, there are two other
bakeries. One of his competitors, Conrad
the Cakemaker, has tried to improve his
business, by first implementing MRP, and
when that didn’t offer enough improvements
in the planning area, then he invested in an
Advanced Planning and Scheduling system
(APS) as well. With the same basic conditions
as Burt’s, Conrad’s MRP proposes to make 45
breads and 25 cakes, but then his APS system
automatically detects the material shortage,
and since Conrad has set up a rule that says
bread has the highest priority, the system reschedules the planned Manufacturing Order
for cakes to Friday, and informs Conrad about
the missed demand. Conrad does not think
this is a good solution, and therefore decides
to manually re-schedule. He makes the same
assumptions as Burt, and makes as many
cakes as possible, and then he uses the
remaining ingredients for bread.

XB

XC = 20 (cakes)
XB = 40 (bread)
Total contribution = 1000$

1
XC Qty Cakes
Solution space

0 Optimise contribution $ within solution space

An optimisation model approaches our planning problem in a completely different way. There is
an ‘objective function’, which describes what we are trying to achieve. The objective function
in this simple example only contains profitability. In addition to the objective function we also
define all the constraints we need to consider to get a realistic plan. Once this is done, the
optimisation engine will now evaluate all possible solutions until the best one is found (for most
companies the best solution is the one that gives them the highest profit).
So, when all is said and done, even in such an incredibly simple example as this, through the
use of optimisation, Optibake made a 25 per cent higher profit than its competitors (1000$
compared to 800$).

Value and Benefit of Optimisation

This was a very simple example and it is easy to understand how much more complex it gets
in a real life planning scenario, with all the constraints and business rules you are facing on a
daily basis, e.g. hundreds or thousands of products, supplier-, machine- and storage capacity,
material availability etc. As the complexity grows, the smaller is the chance to get it right with
manual planning, and the larger the potential with using optimisation.
Optimisation can be used to support a wide range of planning challenges, and it is easy to
realise that most manufacturing and distributing companies would benefit significantly from
understanding how this exciting concept could help them become even more competitive.
The thing to remember is, as long as you are able to describe what the capacity and costs for
different resources are, the optimisation engine will do the rest, and quickly help you to find the
best possible plans for manufacturing, purchasing, inventory and distribution. How sweet is that?
Niklas Andersson works for Optimity in Singapore. Please visit www.optimity.com.sg or contact
niklas.andersson@optimity.com.sg for more information.
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Event latest happenings

Supply Chain Asia Awards 2013
Thank You for Attending!
Gold

Special Thanks to Our Amazing Sponsors:
Platinum
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Gold

Corporate
Corporate

Individual Awards
Supply Chain Professional of the Year (Automotive) sponsored by Agility

Sylvain Dubois , General Manager Magneti

Marelli Automotive Lighting China & South East Asia
“I feel honoured that SCA has chosen to recognise my contributions to the automotive industry.
An efficient supply chain is very important in our sector, and I have made improving it one
of my main priorities since taking over as General Manager of Magneti Marelli, Automotive
Lighting China & S.E. Asia. The Awards ceremony was an interesting experience for me to meet
and network with industry professionals, and it is encouraging to see the passion SCA has for
the industry. Thank you once again for the award.”

Supply Chain Professional of the Year
(Hi-Tech/Semi-Conductor) sponsored by Agility

Kevin Cheong , Director of Global

Transportation, Molex

“I am honoured to be recognised as a worthy recipient of the award. It
is a career milestone that I will always remember. It is also significant
since it came at a time when SCA became a professional body with a
vision to make a difference in the logistics industry. I would like to
take this opportunity to congratulate Paul and the Board for making this
transformation possible.”

Supply Chain Professional of the Year (Retail/e-Commerce)

Vikram Rupani,

CFO & COO, RedMart

Co-Founder,

“I am honoured to receive the award for the Supply Chain Professional
of the Year. Thank you to the SCA team and the judges for their support
and recognition. Paul’s efforts in bringing the industry together are
truly commendable. RedMart would not be where we are today if it
were not for the fortuitous meeting we had with our WMS partner and
warehouse consultant at the SCA event in Singapore in October 2012. “

Timothy C. Klem, VP of
Operations, Redmart
took the award on
behalf of Vikram
Rupani, Co-Founder,
CFO & COO, Redmart.
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Supply Chain Professional of the Year (Life Sciences & Pharmaceutical)

Kalaiarasan K , Head SCM, AMAC & GC

Regions, Pharma Supply Chain, Novartis
Asia-Pacific Pharmaceuticals

“It was an honour and a very pleasant surprise to be nominated in this category. Such
an honourable recognition only makes a person wants to excel more and do what
we do with even more passion. Sincere thanks to all those who voted for me for this
prestigious award.”

Supply Chain Professional of the Year (Luxury/Fashion) sponsored by
Kerry Logistics

Pamela Lin , Logistics Director, LVMH

Perfume & Cosmetics (Shanghai) Co. Ltd

“This is my second time attending the SCA Awards ceremony. I am so honoured for the
chance to meet such passionate people in the supply chain industry. To receive this
individual recognition just goes beyond my expectation. I would like to thank SCA for
their commitment to organise such a great platform annually to connect supply chain
professionals all over Asia. I believe that the strength and influence of SCA will only
grow in the future.”
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Corporate Awards
Green Supply Chain

Kuehne + Nagel
Alfred Hofmann, President of Kuehne + Nagel South Asia-Pacific: “We
are honoured to be selected once again for this accolade. We remain
committed to our strategic focus in providing supply chain solutions that
have a continually reduced impact on the environment.”

Supply Chain Solution Innovation (Software)

Oracle Corporation
Vijay Anand, Senior Director & Global Lead, Travel, Transportation &
Logistics, Industries Business Unit, Oracle: “I am very pleased that
Oracle’s Sales, Ratings and Operations (SRO) solution has won the award
for Supply Chain Solution in the software innovation category. This is a
strong recognition of the value of Oracle’s SRO solution as well as Oracle’s
commitment to product innovation and delivery of end-to-end industry
specific capabilities to our customers in this very dynamic and challenging
supply chain and logistics industry. We want to take this opportunity
to thank SCA, our customers and partners who have supported and
collaborated with us through the years in this exciting industry.”

Distribution Centre Innovation

Manhattan Associates
Steve Smith, Senior Vice President, International Operations, at Manhattan
Associates: “The digital revolution and consumerisation of technology are
driving the need for a strong fulfilment infrastructure to effectively manage
customer orders, no matter where they originate. Our solutions help companies
respond to these new demands, allowing them to deliver a great customer
experience at the same time as fulfilling orders profitably. This award is a
great testimony to our technological innovation and validates our growing
reputation in Asia, where we have a strong and experienced regional team
supporting our rapidly expanding customer base.”
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Freight Forwarder of the Year (Air & Sea) sponsored by Asianet

CEVA Logistics
Peter Dew, CEVA’s President of Asia-Pacific: “I am very pleased that CEVA has been named
Freight Forwarder of the Year by SCA. This award is a great recognition of the capabilities CEVA
has in Freight Management and our commitment to deliver integrated end-to-end supply chain
solutions and service excellence to our customers. In Asia-Pacific, Freight Management is a
stronghold of CEVA, and we intend to continue strengthening our trade lanes in air freight and
ocean freight to better serve our customers.”

Asian 3PL of the Year sponsored by Asianet

Toll Global Logistics
Dominic Rego, Director of Business Development, Toll Group: “We are proud
to be recognised by our peers and industry experts. Awarded the ‘Asian
3PL of the year’ title, it further attests Toll’s robust capability to handle
supply chain complexities for multinational corporations and domestic
brands within the Asia-Pacific region. Toll’s focus remains making sure
it is aligned with its customer base, and is able to respond immediately
to our customers’ needs - a key part of our Go-To-Market strategy in the
Asia-Pacific region.”

Global 3PL of the Year sponsored by Goodman

DHL
Dave Lim, Managing Director, Hong Kong & Macau, DHL
Supply Chain: “We are honoured to be recognised for our
commitment to operations excellence. We understand the
increasing need for supply chain optimisation, efficiency
and flexibility from businesses who continue to face
volatility in their industries and increasing complexities
in their supply chains.”
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Special Awards
Supply Chain Partner of the Year

Kerry Logistics
George Yeo, Chairman of Kerry Logistics Network Limited: “This is a major
honour for Kerry Logistics to be recognised for the top award at the region’s
leading supply chain event. We would like to thank our customers, the
shippers who voted for us, and the professional panel of judges.”

Visionary of the Year

Algernon Yau ,

Cathay Pacific Services Ltd

Algernon Yau, Chief Executive Officer, Cathay Pacific Services
Limited: “I am honoured and delighted to receive this accolade from
the air freight industry, which acknowledges the services innovation
at the Cathay Pacific air cargo terminal, and the contribution we
have made to bringing new service standards to the industry. This
recognition is the result of the concerted effort of our company’s
dedicated teams working tirelessly to make this possible. We are
committed to fulfil our vision and mission in providing reliable and
customer-first services, with the aim of further enhancing Hong
Kong’s position as the leading air cargo hub in the region.”

Hall of Fame

Jerry Hsu ,
DHL Express

Jerry Hsu, Asia-Pacific CEO, DHL: “I am very honoured to be
singled out by the judges for such a prestigious award in an
industry I am so proud to be in. This is the icing on the cake in
a momentous year for DHL Asia-Pacific in which we have been
awarded over 80 external honours across a range of functions,
including HR, Marketing and Customer Service.”
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13 jan
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Proposed site
visit to Rolls Royce

13 jan

August

February

21 feb

Talks @e2i: Supply Chain
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Effectively Retaining My
Best Talent?)
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14-16 apr

SCLIP 3rd Intake Training

SCSC Meeting:
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27 mar

Trade & Compliance
Challenges in Asia

(Managing the Complexities of Cross
Border Trade and Trade Blocs)
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2nd BOA Meeting

24-25 apr

SCOTP 1st Intake
Training
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22-23 sep

4th BOA Meeting

SCLIP 4th Intake
Training
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SCAF 2014
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SCOTP 2nd Intake Training

2-3 oct
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SCOTP 1st Intake Training

October

April
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SCLIP 3rd Intake
Training

SCSC Meeting

SCOTP 2nd Intake
Training
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SCOTP 1st Intake Training
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18 jul
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SCA Dialogue
(Jointly organised by
SCA, Futurmaster)

3rd BOA Meeting

SCOTP 1st Intake
Training

1st BOA Meeting
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11 jul

3-5 jul
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July
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Session
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SCLIP 4th Intake Training

30-31 oct

SCOTP 1st Intake Training
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Industry Site Visits

SCLIP 3rd Intake Training

23 may

SCSC Meeting:
Invited speaker

May
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Talks @e2i: Supply Chain
Careers

3-4 jun

June

13 jun

SCLIP 3rd Intake
Training
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Transport Logistic China
(Shanghai, China)
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Talks @e2i: Industry Site
Visits

26-27 jun

Retail & e-Commerce Asia

14 nov

SCLIP 4th Intake Training
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SCOTP 2nd Intake
Training

Awards 2014

21 nov

SCSC Meeting
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SCOTP 1st Intake Training
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SCLIP 4th Intake Training

BOA Meeting

SCSC Meeting

SCOTP/ SCLIP Training
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CALENDAR 2014

EDITORIAL
Jan/Feb 2014

Jul/Aug 2014

• Awards 2013 Winners
• Halal Supply Chain
• Malaysia Supply Chain
• Mobility in Supply Chain

• Air Cargo
• Myanmar Supply Chain
• Tax Efficient Supply Chain Management
• Who’s Who of Supply Chain in Asia

Mar/Apr 2014

Sep/Oct 2014

• Thailand Supply Chain
• ASEAN Economic Community 2015
• Aftermarket & Sustainability
• Underworld Supply Chain

• SCAF 2014
• Container Shipping
• 3PLs
• Risk Management Supply Chain

May/Jun 2014

Nov/Dec 2014

• 2014 Awards Launch
• Indonesia Supply Chain
• e-Commerce & Retail
• Maritime Industry

• Awards 2014 Finalists
• SCAF 2014 Coverage
• China & India Supply Chain Developments
• Supply Chain Innovations

For more information or enquiries,
please visit us at our website www.supplychainasia.org or email us directly at editor@supplychainasia.org.
Disclaimer: Supply Chain Asia magazine reserves the right to change this feature list without prior notice.
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Looking for a platform to maGnify
your supply chain connection?

JOIN US
as a member today!

Let's Connect Communicate Collaborate
For more information or enquiries, please visit us at our website www.supplychainasia.org
or email us directly at admin@supplychainasia.org
Find us at
www.fb.com/scasia.org

groups/Supply Chain Asia

youtube.com/user/supplychainasia
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Last word upcoming

SNIPPET
of SCA Mar/Apr Issue

GLOBAL COST OF THE
2011 THAI FLOOD
As production networks and supply chains become
increasingly globalised, localised incidents can have a number of major effects
on every level of business at home and abroad - from manufacture to distribution to sales. Here, we can see how the 2011 flooding in Thailand had serious
consequenses for international industry.

With the upcoming establishment of ASEAN Economic
Committee (AEC) 2015, Thailand is looking to make a big
impact in the region.
In 2012, Thai exports to ASEAN totalled to about THB1.76tr
($56.6bn), accounting for 24.7 per cent of Thailand’s total
exports. ASEAN is also Thailand’s second largest import
market, after Japan.
In the same year, Thailand has imported THB1.26tr
($40.5bn) worth of goods from ASEAN, accounting for 16.3
per cent of its total imports.
While the future looks bright for Thailand, environmental
threats are still a factor. The 2011 flooding in Thailand
had serious consequences for the international industry,
and the country has to better prepare itself against future
environmental catastrophes.

THE IMPACT AT HOME
The World Bank estimated Thailand’s economic losses due to the floods were
$45.7bn

660,000

Number of people
left unemployed

9,859
Number of factories that were forced to shut
Source: World Bank

IMPACT ON CAR MANUFACTURE

An estimated 80,000 to 100,00 cars were not built as a result of the floods, with far-reaching consequences elsewhere

$88.3m

6,000

The number of units per day that car
manufacturers cut output

The amount that
Honda lost due to lost
inventories

$67.6m

Nissan’s recovery costs in relation to the flood’s
impact on global supply chains
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Order fulfillment solution to increase your efficiency
Being one of the most efficient order fulfillment systems available,
the Schaefer Carousel System provides 1,000 picks per hour and can
increase storage density by 50%. Its modular system design makes
the SCS an adaptable and intelligent system solution for dynamic
order picking processes with a very high performance level and
maximum economic efficiency. Contact us, we will show you how to
become fast, flexible and efficient.

P: 65/6863 0168 · E: regionalmktg@ssi-schaefer.sg · www.ssi-schaefer-asia.com
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